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P R O C E E D I N G S ,
(The hearing convened at 10,05 a.m, Mr.Justice Singleton 

in the Chair).

STATEMENT BY THE RT.REV.W.H.STEWART, D.D.
Bishop of the Church of England in Jerusalem.

MR.JUSTICE cINGLZT0N: My Lord Bishop, we are all very glad 
to see you here and those with you and we appreciate your coming.
We have a memorandum from ~̂ ou and I need hardly say that the 
members of the Committee would be very glad to hear anything you 
have to say to us.

A. I had not really intended to add anything more to 
that memorandum except possibly by way of question and answer 
from members of the Committee. I felt that anything I should say 
on my own initiative I had said in that memorandum; if there were 
other things on which I could help in answering questions I 
should be glad to do so.

Q. Is there anything which you would wish to say further 
in regard to the care of the Holy Places?

A. I should find it very hard to sav more, Sir, at the 
moment because it s'ems to me that the problem of the care of the 
Holy Places or anything I had to say about it demands some 
assumption as to what is the body responsible for the care of 
the Holy Places.

Q. I notice that your memorandum towards the conclusion 
contains this passage, I leave out part of it, the last paragraph 
of all:

"The relevance of the Bible to the probl m lies ........
in the eternal principles all found in the Old Testament 
and further developed in the New Testament, of the 
infinite, and therefore equal, value of every human soul 
in the sight of God, the transcendence of race in the 
Divine Fatherhood of all men, the ultimate certainty of 
Divine justice, the duty of loving one*s neighbour as oneself, 
and the inclusion of oner s opponents among the neighbours 
to whom that duty is owed11.

I have no question to ask you.



MR.CRICK: There are one or two things I would like to 
take up with the Bishop if I may. First, by way of explanation 

because I should appreciate your views in enlargement of this 

statement on page 2 where there is a sentence reading as follows:
"Faint as may be the hope of rapprochement in the present 
generation, there will be none at all in the next if the 
present divisive policy, rendered inevitable as it is by 
the terms of the Mandate, be allowed to continue".

I was -not clear what you had in mind when you wrote "rendered
inevitable as it is by the terms of the Mandate" and in what

respect you would consider the Mandate might be amended in order
to avoid' that divisive policy.

A. I have not a copy of the Mandate before me, perhaps 
I should have had, but I think it is clear in that, is it not, 
under the terms of the Mandate the various communities of the 
country have a right to* the control of their own community 
schools, I have tried to point out in that memorandum in my view 
the fact that one of the two main factors in the country has, and 
has a right under the Mandate to have, its own schools which are 
pulling in one direction, has 1 eft the Government Department of 
Education nothing but the other half to educate and therefore 
that oth^r half equally is educated in its own lanruage and by 
members of its own race and that therefore necessarily the two 
main blocs on education are pulling apart instead of pulling 
together. When I said here "inevitable under the Mandate", I 
referred to the fact that the Jev/ish community unddr the 

Mandate have a right to run their own schools which leaves 
the Government nothing butthe Arab schools to run.

Q . So your remark was strictly confined to the 
educational provisions of the Mandate?

A. Entirely, yes, Sir.
Q. I see on page 5 of your memorandum at the end of 

chapter II, you have a sentence concerning minority rights 
and religious liberty, and I was not clear in what direction 
that conclusion led. It seemed to me, if I may say so, a
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somewhat fatalistic conclusion, and I wondered just what you 
would do about it.

A. I am afraid, Sir, I would say that is only an example 
of a general and much wider principle that you cannot make men 
good by Act of Parliament and you cannot make men tolerant by 

Act of Parliament. No Act of Parliament has ever really provided 
for actual toleration.

Q . So that '-ou would not put very uch faith in paper
undertakings protecting the rights of Christian minorities in

i
any future constitution of the country?

A. I am afraid that is so, though^^should not deduce 
from that that I did not want to see proper guarantees put 
into the Constitution and Treaties. I think they should be there, 
but I think it is true to say I should not have much faith in 
them when they are there. It comes back to the first sentence in 
my memorandum, the only real conclusion is to make them all 
better men which you cannot do by Act of Parliament.

Q . Would you feel the protection of Christian minorities 
and the Christian interests in Palestine would be assisted by 
the setting up of some instrument of co-ordination so that 
Christianity in Palestine could speak with one voice?

A. Can you tell me what you mean by an instrument of co
ordination. I do not cpuite realise the. meaning of it.

Q. Anything vou like because these things happen by 
evolution rather than by an immediate process of planning, but 
anything that would enable Chrstianity to speak with one 
voice.

A. Wholeheartedly; anything thct would enable Christianity 
to speak with one voice would be a help to the solution of the 
problems of this country or any other, I completely and 
absolutely believe that. 1

Q. Do you see any signs of a movement in that direction

in Palestine today?
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A, Yer, Sir. I see a [jrou.p ofi ray left representing 

Christians of several different bodies coming, I believe, to 
speak Jointly, Wo have referred on this same page to Arab 
Christians of all Churches hivin': submitted a memorandum of 
their own. That I think in very definitely a move in the dir~ction 
of Christians speaking with one voice.

SIR FHILjERICK LEGG.TT: Yo u would r.rroo I think that the 
future peace of this country largely depends upon the way in which 
the oung people now are brought up?

A. Yes, Sir.
Q . Nov; on page 2 of your memorandum you say:

"We desire also to call attention to the regrettable xtent to which politics have been allowed to permeate the education of the young. Wo have appealed publicly to both j* . sides, so far with little or no response, to leave schoolsout or the constantly recurring strikes"
and then you go on:

"It is probably true that the largest and most regrettable part of this propaganda in education is carried on in various youth activities or organisations outside of the schools themselves, but there is no doubt that these activities are made part of tho system"
Would you kindly amplify that if you can?

A. Yes, Sir. I was referring to such things as, for example, 
the Boy Scouts Organisations. I believe I am correct in saying 
that the Jewish Scouts Organisations are not, whether because 

^  they decline or not I cannot say, are not in fact a part of the
World Scouts Organisation at all. I believe I am correct in 
saying a few years agp Scouts in this country were actually made 
an illegal body, I am not quite sure whether that Act has ever 
been rescinded at nil, I was referring to various youth 
organisations such as mav be met from time to time much in the 
country and youth parties of both sexes singing national songs 
being trained, and I think sometimes rather tending to separate 
those children from their parents' control and knowledge of 
what they are doing, I was referring to that kind of 
institution which I believe is in fact inspiring the next 
generation with violent political passion, not perhaps in the
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schools but in connection with the schools.

Q. That would have an effect, would it, of turning these 

boys and girls 1 minds in the direction of thinking that force 
and nationaism should be the predominant issues in their life?

A. I am afraid undoubtedly, Sir.

MR.M N N  INGHAM-BULLER: I have not unfortunately got your
memorandum with me, but I want to ask you one question not

dealing with the Holy Places in Jerusalem. If there were any

partition and a question rrose of the inclusion of Nazareth in
that

some part or other, would you view/with apprehension, or would 

you think Nazareth and the Sea of Galilee should remain in some 

separate enclave or something of that sort?
A . We have mentioned it in the memorandum and I should 

like perhaps to cdd much more strongly than is said there - in 
this connection we would refer especially to Bethlehem and 
Galilee. Many of the Holy Places are sacred alike to Christian, 
Moslem and Jew. Galilee and Bethlehem have a religious meaning 
chiefly for Christians and Christian sentiment would be profoundly 
shocked if they were sacrificed to any nationalist or imperialist 

scheme of industry or commerce. I am reading my own memorandum.
I think it answers your question, does it not?

Q. It means if there were any partition you, from a 

Christian point of view, would think it desirable that those 

parts of the country should be excepted from either part and 
placed under international control or something of that sort?

A. Yes, certainly.
MR.JUSTICE SINGLETON: I omitted to tell you I had noticed 

there was a copy of a letter attached to your memorandum. I 
have read it as well as your memorandum with some interest 1 

late last night or perhaps I should say early this morning. Is 

th't a letter you have from somebody you regard as absolutely 
reliable?

A. Absolutely. I should prefer to give you the name 
privately, the name and address.

7 .



Q. I am not asking for that.

A. It is a British lady of many many years1' experience in 
this country.

Q . Thankyou. Now I wonder if any one of those accompanying 
you desires to add anything.

A. I have on my left Dr.Bloodgood representing the 
American Episcopal Church. He is on my staff as their representa
tive. He has a short paper of his own he would like either to 
read to you or leave with the Committee.

Q. Dr.Bloodgood, would you like to read it.

STATEMENT BY DR.F.J.BL00DG00D,
American Chaplain to the Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem,

As the hearings of this Commission of Inquiry first took 
place in the United States, and as comments and testimony of 
Christians, Moslems and Jews are alike welcome, I am making a 
joint appearance with the Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem at the 
authorisation of the Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church 
in the United States of America.

1. The Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem represents the world 
wide Anglican Communion and our purpose to take part in the 
oecumenical act of co-operating with the Orthodox ; Patriarch, who 
is the Bishop of Jerusalem, and Apostolic successor to St.James 
of the New Testament.

2. The Christian concern in the Holy Land dates from the 
Birth of Christ, which, for Christians, is the dividing line in 
history. But Palestine is "the land of the three great monotheistic 
faiths, and the Jewish and Moslem calendars are observed here 
likewise. At the time of the Crucifixion of Jesus, this land was 
so international in character that the inscription which was 
ordered by Pilate was written in Hebrew, Greek and Latin. Today 
there are three official languages, Arabic, Hebrew and English.

3. Although no one person can speak for all Christians in 
Palestine, any Christian has the right to call attention to

8 .
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Palestine as of world wide significance. For ,beginning at Jerusalem, 
the Christian Gospel was first preached. Furthermore, this means 

for the Christian that Palestine has an eternal quality. Here 
took place the Holy Nativity, the Temptation, the Precious Death, 
the GlDrious Resurrection and the Ascension and the Coming of 
the Holy Spirit.

4. Some attention of the Commission might v/ell be given to 
the Christian history of Palestine, be inning with the first 
Church historian, Eusebius, who was Bishop of Caesarea on the 
coast of Palestine. Jerusalem has never been treated politically 
in Christian history, but as the spiritual capital. The Council 
of Chalcedon in 451, recognised Rome, Constantinople,
Alexandria and Antioch as entitled to Patriarchs by reason of 
their Imperial importance and in contrast, granted the title of 
Patriarch to the Bishop of Jerusalem as the Guardian of the Holy 
Places. The history of Christian pilgrims to Palestine, also, 
merits attention.

5. The Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church of the 
United States as the Chief Bishop of a national branch of the 
Anglican Communion, is an honorary Episcopal Canon of the 
Collegiate Church of St.George the Martyr of Jerusalem. He sent 
me to be American Chaplain to the Anglican Bishop as from 
January 1st, 1945. The Presiding Bishop directed me to work on 
behalf of the American troops who were then coming at the rate of 
350 a week. He especially directed me to associate myself with 
the courses for Chaplains and Ordinands at St.George's Hostel,

He told me to be prepared to minister to the Americans in 

residence here. Upon arrival in March 1945, I observed the 

country was peaceful and very prosperous. In the schools of the 
Bishopric the Christian approach, which is human and not 
political ^ives an educ tional home to Jew and Moslem with their 
Christian friends. The same is true of all the Christian schools 
which, therefore, deserve study as an element in peaceful 
settlement[



7. As a newcomer, although I air. not a stranger to Palestine, 
having been here as a pilgrim for a month in 193?> I had had the 
simple notion that the unconditional surrender of the Nazis.'}-, 
followed by the Japanese, would give renewed democratic faith. 
Humanly speaking, the odds, at first, were so in favour of the 
Nazis that one could not be charged with being irrational if he 
thought the Providence of God was to be found in -he final victory. 
My personal background is twenty years as Rector in a University 

town, Madison, Wisconsin. Nothing human can be alien to a man 
ordained Priest, in the words of the Book of Common Prayer, "in 

the Church of God". I was a charter member of the National 
Conference of Jews and Christians, and served, at the request of 
the Madison Council of Churches, as Chairman of our City Refugee 
Committee. I am accustomed to thinking in terms of government 
inclusive of all sorts and conditions of men and creed. I recall 
the amazement of a Spanish refugee who came to my Rectory for 
dinner and there met friends of different faiths. I must record 
the personal kindness and hospitality in Palestine of both Jew 
and Moslem.

8. But this is not the Garden of Eden, It is proper to remind 
you the American Military Authorities closed Palestine as a 
leave area to American troops in the middle of last October.
From any observation I could make, there were no American Chaplains 

in Bethlehem for Christmas. Within the walls of the Holy City, the 
three religious communities -have lived in peace. Outside the walls 
is the barbed wire. The fight is for political and national 

possession of the country. Yet the religious communities as such 
continue on terms of amity.

9. Hero we are in the Holy Land. It is undeniable that each 
of the three monotheistic Faiths has an historic claim in the land. 
Each too is international in membership. Also each, by the nature 
of faith in one God, recognises the onensss of humanity. It 
is possible to overcome national exclusiveness by reason of self- 
interest. There is a piece of property owned by one of the



Christian Churches and rent d and operated amicably and 

profitably by an organisation of Jews and Arabs. Furthermore, 

even on the politicallevel, we find a contemporary instance of a 

Christian serving in an important post of public service (the 

first to serve in Jerusalem since the Crusades) who is so well liked 

and respected that the political agencies have set aside their 

asserted prerogatives. Of course, they know nobody advocates a 

Christian State. We hope our friends will learn, as we have, from 

Christian errors of the past.

10. In writing on Christianity and Social Order, the late 

Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple, drew attention to a 

valuable distinction made by the French Catholic thinker,

Jacques Maritain. In writing of Scholasticism and Politics,

Maritain distinguishes between Personality and Individuality. 

Individuality is what marks us off from others. It is a principle 

of division. In contrast, personality is socialand only in his 

social relationship can man develop $s a person. This point has 

great political importance. Nationalism is like individuality. 

Humanity is like personality. Here is the social philosophy of the 

State as the community of communities. The States that defeated 

the Nazi nihilism and the Japanese intense nationalism, which 

sought to deify the State, are the British Commonwealth of Nations, 

the Soviet Union of Socialist Republics and the United States of 

America. In each of these three, the State or Government, is the 

community of communities. Recent history has shown the Jews that 

genuine Christians befriended them in every way during the * 

dreadful years of Hitler. A study of the histories of the Crusades 

will show that Christians acknowledge their fault in forcing a 

political State. Therefore, as neither Jew nor Moslem has anything 

to fear from the Christians, it is reasonable to find in the future 

of Christianity in the Holy Land the best guarantee to Jew and 

Moslem against fear of each other. Speaking as a guest within the 

country, and as a Christian Priest, I can only praythat the 

settlement of the Government of the country may set a standard
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no less then the Swiss which has become the symbol of the 

Red Cross.

LORD MORRISON: May I ask one question, you heard the evidence 

given by the previous witness?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you agree or disagree with it?

A. I agree with it.

MR.JUSTICE SiNGLRTON: Does any other of you wish

to say anything.

BISHOP STEWART: I have with me Mr.Jones of the Church 

Mission to the Jews who would like to say a few words.

STATEMENT BY THE REV.H.R.A.JONES,
Church Mission to the Jews.

MR.JONES: May I explain that I am acting head of the work of 

the Church of England, the Anglican, Mission to the Jews in 

Palestine and our Home Committee sent a memorandum to you, Sir, in 

London and at the end made some notes about Palestine which they 

asked that I might say a word or two about.

MR.JUSTICE SINGLETON: Will you do so, please.

A. One is the position of minorities, i.e. that of the 

Christian Jew. The status of the Christian Jew is not defined in 

Palestine today. Just to give an example, when identity cards have 

to be filled up one of the items is "race". To fill up this part 

the person has to go to hi? own community to vouch to his belonging 

to a certain community. For instance, the Christian Arab must 

go to a Christian Arab community; a Moslem Arab must go to a Moslem 

Arab community; the Jew to a Jewish community. When a Christian 

Jew goes to the only community to which he can go, the Jewish 

community, they say you do not belong to us. What is the Christian- 

Jew to fill up under th:t item, I will just give a specific 

example of a Christian Jew who came from Iraq about fifteen or 

eighteen years ago and he spent about six weeks trying to get this 

signed up as to what race he was. Eventually it was decided to
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put down an Iraqi Christian. Now what sort of position is- the 

Christian Jew in, what is the definition, what is the status of 

a Christian Jew? Is he to be a national of whatever country he 

comes from or is he to have a definite status in the country.

Just as Arabs are recognis'd as Christian Arabs or Moslem Arabs, why 

cannot the Jews he recognised as Jews and Christian Jews. I am 

wondering if St.Paul was here today how he would get his identity 

card filled up. He would probably hav to fall back on his Roman 
citizenship I think.

In connection with that, Sir, there are other points arising 
from the difficulty of the Christian Jew. There are quite a number 
of Jews who cone to this country illegally. The Jewish Agency have 

L a great number of immigration certificates and they can very

easily legalise illegal Jews, but illegal Christian Jews cannot 

be legalised because there are no certificates for them, so whereas 

a Jew, if hex comes in illegally, can get his status legalised, I may 

say the Christian Jews can remain here indefinitely under the 
present system because there are no immigration certificates for 
them, therefore they are at a disadvantage again.

Then, there is one other point, that is, as the Bishop said, 

Christian Jews, many of them, do not wish to be regarded as non- 

Jews when they accept Christ as their Saviour. They feel they are 
L  better Jews and they do not want to be cast out of their community,

therefore why should not they be considered, and I believe 

there are many Christian Jews, a number of Christian Jews in 

Europe who would like to come into Palestine, but they are not 

on the quota because the Jewish Agency will not accept them, 

and the quota for non-Jews is so small, I believe.it is only 

about 300 and that includes, I think I am correct in saying, 

all Government officials and others who have to come in on that 

quota, therefore the Christian Jew outside is again at a 

disadvantage, although many of them want to be considered as 

members of their own community but Christian as well, believing 
in Jesus Christ.
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May I say further in regard to immigration certificates, 

the Church Mission to Jewshas two schools and a hospital in 

Palestine and there are many other Christian schools and hospitals 

run by the C?M.S l a d other Societies. If the number of 

certificates for non-Eews is going to be reduced or going to be 

fixed at a very small number, say 300, how are we going to continue 

to staff these schools and hospitals. If I may remind you, in the 

Peel Commission the work of Christian schools was commended. It 

was said in these schools Jews and Arabs together were educated 

on a friendly basis and it was definitely pointed out that Christian 

schools, the mission schools, were doing a very great work in 

Palestine in trying to bring the two races together. If the number 

of certificates is going to be kept low, we are going to be at a 

tremendous disadvantage in staffing our schools.

MR.JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thankyou. I am not sure that you are 

not really adding to our difficulties, but you are pointing out 

the problems that arise.

SIR FREDERICK LEGGETT: I think in Palestine at the present 

time there is a very large number of Jews who do not practise 

any religion, is that so?

A. Yes.

Q. Would those Jews have any difficulty in getting 

described as Jews?

A. I do not think so. I think .the only Jew who has difficulty 

in being described as a Jew is a Christian Jew.

MR.CROSSMAN: Can you give us some.idea of the scope of this 

problem of the Christian Jew; how many Christian Jews are there 

in Palestine?

A. A great many more than most people imagine I think, but 

because there is so much discouragement to them coming out into 

the open they prefer to remain secret.

Q. But how many are there roughly?

A. I cannot tell you even roughly. I can pass on a remark 

which a Jewish Doctor in Tel Aviv made to me,himself a -believer,
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but not openly. He said "It is my opinion two per cent, of Tel 

Aviv secretly believe on Jesus Christ". (Laughter from the body 

of the hall), I do not understand the laughter, I think it is a 

very fine thing to believe on Jesus Christ,

Q , Tell.me, would they all be baptised?

A. They are nfct baptised, no, because of the difficulties in 

coming forward and professing their faith. They would be 

ostracised and boycotted, all manner of difficulties would be put 

in their way.

Q, So when you talk of Christian Jews, you mean Jews who in 

your view would become Christian if the pressure was not so great? 

W  A. When I say Christian Jews, I am, of course,* primarily

referring to a small section of Jews who are Christian and are 

baptised.

Q. Could we get that number, that is established, surely.

You have numbers for them?

A, I do not think that number is established because there 

are a number of Jews who come in from Europe who are baptised and 

are believers, yet do not come forv/ard because they are nt>t 

recognised. They feel it is so difficult for them to c ome forward,

Q . Could we not get some idea of the number who have come 

P  forward and are in fact recognised as part of that community.

I am trying to get some idea of the scope of this' problem.

A. I realise you want numbers. I do not know whether one can 

say it numbers hundreds; it certainly numbers hundreds; it may 

run into thousands, but are numbers important? Today it seems to 

me the minority, it does not matter if it is only one, ought he 

not to be considered.

A. Then you mentioned secondly the illegal Christian Jew 

immigrant, are there many such cases in the last five or six 

years?

A. I kn w of about a dozen. There may be many more, perhaps 

hundreds more, I do not know.
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BICHOP CTEWART: Might I contribute something In regard to 

the question you have been asking. I happen to have been reading 

this morning a precis of evidence given by my predecessor 

before the Royal Commission with Lord Peel in the Chair]

They asked him almmst the same questions you have been 

asking Mr.Jones. That was about eight years ago and my 

predecessor then gave it, with the same reluctance to give 

any figures, as his own opinion that the number you were 

asking for was getting near to two thousand.

Q. That would be two thousand baptised?

A. Baptised, but probably not acknowledging it here.

It is within our knowledge that a certain number come here 

who in fact subsequently reveal themselves to be baptised 

Christians.

Q . There would be two groups, one actually baptised, and 
the other second group you are referring to?

A.(MR.JONES) A much larger group who are believers, but 
not baptisdd.

Q . They are baptised, but not willing to face the 

problems here.

A. Not Willing to face the music.

MR.CRUM: You said in response to Sir Frederick's question 

that there were many Jews who failed to practise their 

religion.

A. I did not say there were many Jews who failed to 

practise their religion. I was asked were there many Jews 

who are not practising their religion, and then whether those 

not practising would have any difficulty in being recognised 
as Jews, and I said no, they would not.
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Q. Do I understand your answer was that there were 

not a groat many Jews v/ho did not practise their religion?

A. I do not think I can speak for the Jews who do not 

practise their religion. I am speaking for the Jewish 

Christians!

Q. I do not want the record to be unclear on that point. 

You are not making the charge that the Jews are an irregl 

irreligious community?

A. No.

Ml.JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thankyou. The Committee are 

grateful to you for coming and helping us this morning.

(The witnesses withdrew).
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MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: The next representation is on behalf of the Arab 

Christian Churches. Their delegation is led the Greek Catholic Bishop of 

Galilee. Would you wish your fr? ends to be with you, Your Grace ?

HIS GRACE ARCHBISHOP HAKIM: Yes, and a translator, if you please.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Certainly, The members of the Committee wish me 

to say to Your Grace that we welcome you here, and shall be very glad of any 

help that you and those with you can give us. Would you state, for the 

purposes of the record, on whose behalf you speak, and on whose behalf those 

with you are appearing?

HIS GRACE ARCHBISHOP HAKIM: Yes.

STATEMENT BY ARCHBISHOP HAKIM. 

representing the Arab Christian Churches.

On behalf of my brethren the Christian heads of the different Arab 

Christian Communities, I speak in the name of the Arab Christian Churches 

in Palestine. I am an Arab and my connections with the Byzantine Church do 

not deprive me of being an Arab with Arab blood running in my veins - just 

as an Englishman is English whether he is Roman Catholic or Anglican.

We have confined our statement to three main points:

1. The Christian Arabs in Palestine have everything in common with 

their Moslem brethren. Religious beliefs do not in any way make of them two 

peoples. They cherish the same hopes and fears and they strive for one 

goal - freedom and independence.

2. Zionism is a menace to the Christian as well as to the Moslem 

population in Palestine. A Jewish State in Palestine would result in a 

gradual decrease in the Arab population and as a consequence the Holy places 

will become lifeless skeletons of stones guarded by Monks and devoid of 

believers.

3. Lastly, the claim of the Zionists to Palestine is based on Biblical 

promises in the Old Testament. These promises were abrogated by the New 

Testament; and all promises given to the people of Israel in the Old 

Testament have been annulled by the advent of Christ,

It is very clear that this last point has a direct bearing on the main 

subject of the controversy. You have .heard lately in this room that the



Zionists1 claim is founded not on the Balfour Declaration nor on the Mandate 

but on the Bible. If we therefore prove that this claim is abolished by the 

Bible itself the claim is automatically dismissed and the country with its 

inhabitants should be left in peace.

As Clergy, followers of the Lord Jesus who taught us above all to love 

everybody even our enemies, we sympathise with the persecuted Jews. We 

would like to mention in particular the noble attack made by His Holiness 

the Pope and all religious heads of the world against aggression. But these 

humanitarian feelings should not close our eyes to the dangers that the 

Zionists have in store for our country and our people. We must not allow 

the Zionists to take advantage of this sympathy and use it as a weapon to 

strike us in the back and finally attain their political goal.

Of the communities who are with me now, I am appearing on behalf of the 

Greek Catholic Community in Palestine; Father Antonios Khoraiche is the 

Maronite Episcopal Vicar in Palestine; the Rev. Nicola el Khouri is Secretary 

of the Arab Greek Orthodox Clorgy Congress; The Rev. No,jil Cubein is 

Chairman of the Council of the Arab Evangelical Episcopal Community in 

Palestine; the Very Rev. Yashu Samuel, is Vicar of the Syriac Orthodox 

Patriarchiate in Palestine, and the Very Rev. Matias el Antoni is Vicar of 

the Coptic Community in Palestine.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Perhaps Your Grace*s Secretary would be kind 

enough to hand in a list of the names so that they are on record.

A. Certainly. I think you have our memorandum?

Q. Yes, we have had the memorandum.

A. Do you want me to read it?

Q. No, we need not trouble you to read it to us. Then it may be one of 

those with you would like to add something,

A. Nobody has any questions which they wish to ask?

Q. No, we do not wish to question you, thank you, but we wondered 

whether one of the other representatives with you would like to add 

anything to what you have said. We shall be very glad to hear anyone.
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FATHER MAT IAS EL ANTONI: Father Nicola el Khouri would like to say 

a few words, He does not speak English, so I will translate for him.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Certainly.

STATEMENT BY THE REV. NICOLA EL KHOURI.

Secretary of the Arab Greek Orthodox Clergy.

Dear members, we Christian Arabs in Palestine are very happy living in 

this country with our Moslem brethren. We are being treated well, and 

we have been living for hundreds of years amicably together, with no 

differences between us, and our Holy Places have been guarded, and we 

have had no molestation from any sect so far. I believe that the country 

should be left to its inhabitants, whoever they are, as they are living 

well together. As far as the Moslems and Christians are concerned, we 

have been living very well together, and there have been no differences 

between us for many hundreds of years. We are all as one nation.

HIS GRACE ARCHBISHOP HAKIM: I have a little thing to add, with your 

permission?

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Certainly.

A. I will ask my friend to translate for me also, because I do not

speak English well, (interpreted). You may have read the record of the

declaration made by Archbishop Moubarak in Beirut, which appeared in theV  "Palestine Post" a few days ago. It may be that the Jewish press have

taken advantage of such a declaration. We do not know the real position of

Bishop Moubarak; all that we know is that we have read a statement made by

him in the press. In the first place Bishop Moubarak speaks in his own

name and not in the name of the Christians. Bishop Moubarak also makes a

statement on the President of the Lebanese Republic. I know the President

of the Lebanese Republic very well and I could tell you what I know about

him. What he said about the President of the Republic is untrue, because 
I know him very well, and all that is said by Bishop Moubarak is only what 
he himself thinks, but it is untrue.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thank you. If no-one else wishes to say 
anything, we have no questions to put to you. Thank you very much for 
your attendance.

(|The witnesses withdrew ).



MR, JUSTICE SINGLETON: The next evidence is on behalf of the 

Arab Higher Committee. I see the time is put dorm for 11.4-5 a.m. I do 

not know if they are ready?

ME, CATTAN: I am ready, Sir.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: You are Mr. Henry Cat tan?

MR. GATTAN: Yes.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: You were here some ten days ago, when we heard 

part of the evidence on behalf of the Arab Higher Committee?

MR. CATTAN: Quite so Sir.

MR, JUSTICE SINGLETON: The witnesses were rather long and we did not 

hear you all.

MR. CATTAN: I think I shall be about an hour and a quarter,

Mr. Chairman.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: There is no hurry, but you will bear in mind 

that we heard their evidence. We have heard a good deal of evidence from 

the Arab side. I am not suggesting for one moment that you should cut your 

evidence down, but we have spent a long time on these problems already.

MR. CATTAN: I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT BY MR. HENRY CATTAN. 

representing the Arab Higher Committee.

I propose not to go into any repetitions or unnecessary repetitions,

Mr. Chairman, except insofar as I have to mention certain points for the 

framework of my address to you.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: I understand, thank you.

A. Mr, Chairman and Gentlemen, on behalf of the Arab Higher Committee 

I propose to place before you certain aspects of the Arab case. I would

add a few words on the legal background to the issues into which you are
Arab rights have been blurred In the past, 

enquiring./ They have been blurred by propaganda; they have been blurred

by many other factors, and therefore to put things into the right

perspective it is necessary tc enquire into what are the respective rights

of the parties before you. You cannot do justice, you cannot suggest any
solution, unless you arrive at a true estimate of the respective rights of
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Arabs and Jev/s. It has at times been said and at others been readily 

assumed that both Arabs and Jews have equal rights in Palestine entailing 

the consequence that there are dual obligations to both. That is one of the 

problems I would like you gentlemen to consider. Let us first examine the 

respective claims.

First, the claim of the Arabs. The Arabs have a right, a natural and 

legal right, to Palestine as their country. They have been in this land 

much longer than many Sovereign States have been in theirs. If we go back 

to 1914 what do we find? We find that the Arabs inhabited this country as 

well as many other countries as part of the Ottoman Empire. Those Arab 

peoples enjoyed equal rights with the Turks. As citizens of the Ottoman 

Empire the Arabs did not only possess rights over Palestine but also as 

equal citizens shared the sovereignty over the whole Ottoman Empire. As a 

result of the first World War the Arabs lost their rights, or their 

sovereign rights, over the Ottoman Empire, but retained, though in latent 

form, their rights to the Arab countries. The territories of Syria, Iraq, 

Lebanon and Palestine were not ceded to any Power; they wore not acquired 

by any Power, and they remained the heritage'of the people inhabiting those 

countries. They remained the heritage of the people to which this country 

belonged.

I will not go into a detailed discussion of the legal aspect of the case 

it is sufficient for me to refer to Article 22 of the Covenant of the League 
of Nations, which recognised and confirmed those rights, and, as will be 

recalled, stated that the provisional independence of the peoples or 

communities inhabiting those territories will be recognised with the goal 

of final independence. The Mandate was the machinery for fulfilling the 

purpose of Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations, that is 
for translating that provisional independence into final independence 

after a short period, as was stated, of assistance and advice by the 

Mandatory Power. The Mandate, therefore, did not deprive or purport to 

deprive the Arabs of their rights.- It is true that in the actual working 

of the Mandate the Arabs were deprived of the exercise of their rights.
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That was not, however, the intention of the Mandate. On the contrary, we 

know that the intention of the Mandate was to promote self-governing 

institutions, but though deprived of the exercise of their rights the Arabs 

have not lost their rights. These are, shortly, the rights of the Arabs to 

Palestine: They are natural, they are legal, they are historical, and 

they have been recognised by one of the most solemn international instru

ments of the 20th century. Let us now turn to the rights of the Jews ....

ME. CRUM: Excuse me, but to what instrument are you referring?

A, The Covenant of the League of Nations. What are the rights of the 

Jews? The Jews first based their claim to Palestine on an historical 

connection. Viewed legally I think every one of you will agree that no 

title is created by an historical connection. Many states, many peoples, 

have historical connections, and in no case could that establish the basis 

of an enforceable claim to territory. I do not think I need go further into 

that aspect of the question. I would ask you to consider that if such a 

claim were to be put before an International Court of Justice , any such 

claim of historical connection, whether by the Jews to Palestine or the 

Arabs to Spain, or the British to certain parts of the United States, or 

any other such claim, it would not be considered for a minute.

The next basis of the Jewish claim is the Balfour Declaration. The

Balfour Declaration was only a stray bullet which hit the Arabs through the

exchanges of the first World War. I say "stray bullet" because we do not

think that the British ever had an intention to injure the Arabs or to aim

any damage at them; it was simply a piece of war propaganda, and insofar as

it purported to recognise any special rights of the Jews in Palestine it is

void, as it was made without the consent, and I would say without the

knowledge, of the Arabs. The British Government had no rights to give away

in Palestine. They had no legal sovereignty over Palestine, and they never
/

acquired any over the country. The Morgan Committee set up to consider the 

McMahon correspondence with the Sherif of Mecca, in its record recorded its 

opinion that "... it is, however, evident from these statements that His 

Majesty's Government were not free to dispose of Palestine without regard 

for the wishes and interests of the inhabitants of Palestine."



It is, moreover, not only illegal but immoral to barter a country and its 

people against their will. What has happened to the principle of self- 

determination of nations? Though a piece of war propaganda the Balfour 

Declaration has outlived its original purpose, but at no time was the 

Balfour Declaration intended to secure to the Jews a grant of sovereign 

rights or the right to share in the sovereignty of the country.

What, then, is the proper construction of the Balfour Declaration?

It is not an undertaking by the British Government. It says, as everyone 

will recall, "His Majesty* s Government view with favour the establishment of 

a Jewish national home". Only "view with favour"; there is no undertaking. 

It is a mere expression of sympathy. At its highest that is an expression 

of sympathy. It goes further, . and will use their best endeavours to 

facilitate the achievement of this object". That, again, is not an under

taking. It is an assurance of assistance; it will be an endeavour and 

nothing more. And an endeavour to do what? It goes on, "... to facilitate 

the achievement of this object". It does not say, "to achieve this object"; 

that was not the intention. If one of you gentlemen expressed a desire to 

live in Jerusalem, just to take an example, and I or some other told you,

"I view with favour the establishment of your home in Jerusalem and will 

use my best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object", would 

that give you any legal rights of ownership on any part of my property or 

any right of occupation? It is merely a desire, an expression of sympathy, 

but nothing more. It does not create any obligation.

It is worth while to observe that the Covenant of the League of Nations 

was signed long after the Balfour Declaration, and the British Government 

signed and subscribed unreservedly and unconditionally to Article 22 of 

the Covenant, without making any single reservation that that conflicted 

with a previous declaration or, if it were an undertaking, with a previous 

undertaking, and that confirms the view, I submit, the fact that the 

British Government did subscribe unreservedly to Article 22 of the 

Covenant,which recognised the independence of the people of Palestine 

amongst others, is a- confirmation of the contention that no legal under

taking, no binding undertaking, was ever intended by the Balfour
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Declaration. Had it been otherwise the British Government could not have 

subscribed unreservedly to Article 22. But if it was a mere expression of 

sympathy,then there was no objection for His Majesty1 s Government to sign 

unconditionally Article 22 of the whole Covenant of the League.

Now we come to the Mandate. I am going shortly through these points.

I do not think I shall be in a position to inform you very much about these 

legal points, but I am just reviewing them. So I come to the Mandate.

Article 2 of the Mandate speaks of "securing the establishment of the Jewish 

national home", but I would emphasise the words following, "... as laid down 

in the Preamble". The Preamble refers to the Declaration originally made on 

November 2nd, 1917. It follows that the Mandate did not extend the scope of 

the Balfour Declaration, nor could it as a Mandate have such an effect.

Viewed in this light the Mandate does not contain dual obligations; it 

contains only one obligation, that is an obligation to develop self-government 

and secure the independence of the country, with an added assurance - but no 

legal or binding undertaking - with an added assurance to "use their best 

endeavours to facilitate the establishment of the Jewish national home",

I now go further. Whether we consider the Balfour Declaration 

indirectly or directly imported in Article 2 of the Mandate through the 

Preamble, whether we consider it as a mere expression of sympathy, or 

whether we do consider it as an undertaking, what does that expression of 

sympathy or undertaking imply? What is. the meaning of the Jewish national 

home? Assuming that the British Government, for purposes of argument only 

- because that is not our view - assuming that the British Government did 

undertake to establish or facilitate the establishment of the Jewish 

national home, what does that mean? What was, in effect, the extent of 

its obligation? That does not involve, again, the grant of any 

sovereignty. This view has been expressed by a learned jurist, who could 

not be charged with anti-Semitism at all, Mr. Norman Bentwich, at one 

time Attorney-General of the Government of Palestine, who in his book on 

the Mandate System, speaking of the Jewish National Home, says,



MIt signifies a territory in which a people, without receiving rights of 

political sovereignty, has nevertheless a recognised legal position and the 

opportunity of developing its moral, social and intellectual ideas."

MR. CROSSMAN: Have you got the reference there?

A. The reference is page 24. of "The Mandate System", by Mr. Norman 

Bentwich. That is a jurist’s view, by a distinguished jurist, of what is 

meant by "the Jewish national homo". The first official British attempt 

to define the national homo was the statement on British policy in Palestine, 

issued in June 1922, which - I am not going to read it - made it quite clear 

that it was neither tho aim of His Majesty’s Government to create a wholly 

Jewish Palestine, nor in its contemplation the disappearance or 

subordination of the Arab population, and it is important to note that the 

statement went on to emphasise that at the time it was meant that the 

Jewish community in Palestine had, in fact, national characteristics. We 

would remember that that was made in 1922. We would remember that that was 

made when the Jews had only increased from some 50,OCX) to 80,000 people.

We would remember that that was made at the time when the Jews had in 

Palestine only a fraction of what they have today, and it implied that 
the Jewish national home, having national characteristics, was substantially 

founded and established. But that did not stop matters. The statement of 

policy of 1939 made it quite clear that the Jewish National Home was 
completed, was ended, and that the British Government, to use the words of 
the statement, ."... did not feel justified, nor will they be under any 

obligation to facilitate the further development of the Jewish National 

Home by immigration regardless of the wishes of the Arab population".
The British Government, who themselves undertook that obligation, if it 

was an obligation, the British Government themselves, who have expressed 

sympathy and wanted to be charitable in 1917, have declared that they have 

exhausted that sympathy, and that they have discharged that obligation.
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It was not imposed upon them; they assumed it; it was quite voluntary.

Now tho British Government said in 1939; "Well; we have been charitable, and 

wanted to be charitable. That is an end of it. We have finished. That 

was an obligation; that is an end to our obligation”. And the British 

Government was generous, even in 1939, even after they said that the Jewish 

national home had been completed. They said, “Yes, but we will be fair.

In order not to disturb Jewish economy we will allow another 50,000 Jews 

into Palestine^ and even to tip the scales they put in another 25,000 

refugees. I would ask, has there not been enough generosity at our expense? 

Can the British Government fail to honour its promise to the Arabs that 

there will be no further immigration? The 75.000 Jews allowed by the 

White Paper of 1939 were in addition to anything that was undertaken or 

assumed before. Is it not about time that someone thought of fulfilling 

the obligations towards us? That is why the Arabs feel - you may have been 

surprised that they have this feeling - that there is no purpose in having 

Committee of Inquiry after Committee of Inquiry, and report after report; 

the things are so clear to them. The Jews themselves were at the 

beginning content with a home, a refuge in Palestine, making no claim to 

political sovereignty, or to sharing political control. The Arabs need 

have no fears, they said. They knocked at the gates of Palestine and 

gained entry, as refugees who intended no harm or evil to the original 

inhabitants of the country. When a substantial number had gained entry 

they changed their attitude and claimed to be partners. Although a 

minority they demanded political parity. The memorandum submitted by the 

Jewish Agency for Palestine in 1936, under the signature of Dr. Weizman, 

to the Palestine Royal Commission, in paragraph 456. makes such a claim. 

There they were opposing, as part of their opposition, the 1935 proposals 

for a Legislative Council in Palestine, and I quote now from the Jewish 

Agency Reports



"For ‘these reasons ■there can, it is submitted, be no satisfactory 

solution of the problem of self-government which is not based on 

the principle that between the two peoples who live side by side 

in Palestine there can, neither now nor in the future, be any 

question of majorities or minorities. The time may come when the 

consciousness of a common interest in the welfare of Palestine 

has developed to a point at which the problem of self-government 

need no longer be considered in terms of Arab and Jewish
I

representation, but until both Jews and Arabs agree that that 

stage has b een reached, the principle that irrespective of numbers 

there shall be no domination on either side, should, in the 

submission of the Jewish Agency, be recognised as the guiding 

principle in the constitutional development of Palestine and 

guaranteed as such b y  the Mandatory Power."

That is what they claimed, although they were then a smaller minority than 
they are now; they were claiming political parity. Today Zionist policy 
has further increased its claims. The same man who has signed this 
memorandum on behalf of the Jewish Agency came before you to ask for more. 
They now want a Jewish State; they demand political sovereignty. The fears 
of the Arabs expressed on several occasions and solemnly allayed by the 
British Government were therefore justified. We knew that this was their 
object. The purpose of Jewish immigration was not to find a home, was not 
to find a refuge, was not to develop the country to the advantage of all 
its inhabitants. The purpose was, and now has been made clear, merely to 
subjugate the country and all its inhabitants. But whether the Jews demand 
political supremacy or political parity or equality, they have not the 
shadow of a right to either. Although the Arabs have never accepted and 
will never accept the Balfour Declaration, it can be said, however, that 
the Balfour Declaration has been fulfilled, as also has Article 2 of the 
Mandate insofar as it deals with the Balfour Declaration. The Jews have 
had more than was at any time intended, promised or undertaken, if there 
was any undertaking by the British Government. The Balfour Declaration 
has been fulfilled even beyond the original expectations of the Jews
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thomselves. The Jews keep on accusing the British Government of breach of 

faith, of unredeemed pledges, in relentless attempts to get more and more. 

You have heard it yourselves; it is part of their official propaganda; it 

is part of their claims; accusations against the British Government of not 

having done enough. Taken in its letter and spirit the Balfour 

Declaration has not only been fulfilled, but exhausted, and the Arabs say 

it has been abused. Can anyone say that the British Government has not 

used their best ' endeavours to facilitate the achievement of a national 

home for the Jewish people? The British have forced more than half a 

million Jews into the midst and against the will of the rightful owners 

of the country; they have deprived the Arabs of their independence for a 

quarter of a century; they have made it possible for the Jews to build 

towns, pillages and settlements. They made to them a gift of the natural 

wealth, public loans and resources of the country. They have nursed and 

protected their industries. They have financed the scheme to the tune of 

£13,fOOjOOO. They have, with their men, bayonets and armoured cars, 

protected them against the continuous rumblings and sporadic explosions of 

the Arab nations. They have shot and hanged thousands of Arabs to crush 

any opposition. That is what the 3ritish have done in their endeavours to 

facilitate the achievement of this object. The Jews have had more than 

what they could claim under the Balfour Declaration or the Mandate; in 

fact they have largely overdrawn their account. They are still, however, 

drawing cheques, cheques for more immigrants, cheques for more lands, 

cheques for political parity, and a final cheque for a Jewish State. They 

want those cheques to be cashed by means of the pleading appeals of 

Dr. Weizman, the camouflaged moderation of Dr. M*gnes, or the threats of 

Mr. Ben Gurion, who if not paid would blow up the bank. The baby born of 

the Balfour Declaration has been too much petted and spoilt. It is now 

crying, kicking and biting.' It has been too much spoilt. The mother is 

usually too weak with her child, but perhaps now there is a stepfather, 

both should know how to deal with the child.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Now there is a ... ?

A. A stepfather.
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Q. What do you moan.by that?

A. I mean that now we have two big nations enquiring into this 

matter ....

MR. CROSSMAN: You moan a stepfather to the child?

A. Yes, the stepfather. Those are the claims of the Jews. They 

are devoid of any juridical basis. It is not a case of fr:‘ght against 

threats, but a case of fright against insatiable ambitions backed by the 

forces of political influence and propaganda. The Arabs do not have a 

vote in other countries; they do not have newspapers; they do not have 

capital; they have only the justice of their cause. Those are the claims 

of the Jews, They try to wrap them, however, under deceptive currents, 

and bank upon your sympathy for the sufferings of their brethren in 

Europe. If they cannot reach your reason they attempt to reach your hearts. 

No-one will deny that the Jews have been persecuted and subjected to 

terrible sufferings in Europe- but we, the Arabs, are not responsible

for their sufferings.
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Thus, we hr-ve not to contribute to their relief; we have, in fact, con

tributed more than our share and more than any other nation. There is no 

country in the world which during the last years has received such a number 

of Jewish immigrants and Jewish refugees as we have. There is no reason why 

Jewish sufferings should be redeemed at our expense and the loss of our ele

mentary rights. You cannot allow yourselves of pity for the sufferings ai-y
dured by the Jews in Europe to influence your judgment on the issues before 

you. It would not be fair to us,

Zionism and the problem of refugees are distinct. You can help those 

refugees. There are other places where they can go to live happily. Those 

refugees never had any connection with Palestine, Their ancestors have for 

countless generations lived in other lands. They have fought for other lands. 

They may be passing through bad times. Many others are passing through bad 

times. We are passing through bad times, but you have no right in order to 

improve their lot to worsen ours. You must shut the gates of Palestine behind 

you; you must shut and lock their security and the gate to further injustices, 

to further fears, and to further meances to the Arabs, Such are the respective 

rights and claims of the parties,

I ask you to remember one things That the arabs do not become ex

tremists by demanding the respect and restoration of their rights; that the 

Jews do not become rightful claimants by making unjustifiable claims. The 

fact that the Jews in Palestine are a minority is no ground for making them 

a majority or granting them political power, There are minorities in every 

part of the world. The Jews cannot, as a minority, demand equal rights to the 

Arab majority. That would mean to grant them superior rights, making them a 

superior race. That would mean giving 600,000 Jews one and a half the de

voted and democratic rights of over a million Arabs. That wouldn*t be de

mocracy and fairness or just. There is no compromising. It is a question 

of right. We demand our rights. We only ask you to do justice.

You may be helped in the task of doing justice if you have a picture, 

perhaps I should say a mere sketch of what has befallen the Arabs since the 

implementing of the Balfour Declaration. Their history is a tragedy. They 

have been wounded and bleeding for over 25 years. In 1939, a white bandage 

was wrapped around this wound, but now they are asked to tear up this light



and insufficiently protecting bandage in order that a hemorrhage should cause 

a quicker death.

Against their will, the Arabs v/ere subjected to the Mandate, ^ut even 

in its form and even in its term, the Mandate has been exercised without re

gard to the rights recognized by Article 22 of the Covenant and incorporated 

in the Mandate itsolf. Gentlemen, you will recall that the first recital in 

the Mandato declares that Palestine is entrusted to the Mandatory for the 

purpose of giving effoct to Article 22 of the Covenant.

In the light of the principle that the well-being and development of 

the Arab peoples form a sacred trust of civilization and in the light of the 

obligations to develop self-governing institutions to insure that the rights 

and position of the Arabs shojald not be prejudiced, let us examine objectively 

what has happened to the Arabs during the last 25 years, and let us examine 

whether any of those principles or obligations have been observed or dis

charged .

^et us consider the first factor. In 1918, the Jews of Palestine 

numbered about 55,000. That is referred to in the Palestine Royal Commission 

Report. They constituted roughly one-tenth of the total Population. They 

have grown. I take the last official figure of the Bulletin of Statistics 

of Jews in March, 1945, as 534,’000. Jewish witnesses gave you the figure as 

much higher. They have referred to 600,000 easily. It may be that even this 

figure of 600,000 is an under-estimate of the real figure of Jews in the 

country.

tou will remember, gentlemen, illegal immigration has been going on 

for years, ^t has been inquired into, and it has been found to exist. This 

illegal immigration is assessed by the Government to be between 30,000 and 

40,000. The Jewish Agency outs it at a figure of 37,000, but we have grounds 

to believe it is much more. There has not been a census of the copulation 

in order to chock the exact figure of illegal immigrants into the country, 

and no check could properly be made because there would be many evasions.

The exact number of the Jewish copulation today could not properly be as

certained except through a very searching inquiry.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: What do you mean by "a very searching inquiry"9

MR. CATTAN: What I mean- is not the ordinary census where everybody

32
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will como forward and declare thomsolvas. It would moan tho inquiry will 

h ivo to senroll for tho illegal imrigrnnts in ordor to find thorn.
But whatovor tho roal figure of tho Jewish pooulr.tion may bo, and to 

oonfinci ourselvos to tho idmittod figuro, ono alarming fact emorgas— that the 

Arab copulation, which as comp.rod with the Jewish community in 1918, stood 

at a proportion of ten to ono, has, as n rosult of Jewish immigration>forcod 

u^on it and notwithstanding its high birthrate, boon reduced to a proportion 

of two to ono. We, tho Arabs, who stood at ton to one, are now only two to 

ono

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: That, Mr. Cnttnn, is arithmetic.

MR. CATTAN: Yos.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Vile have had all those figures before us for 

a long time now, and ve have a protty accurate idea of tho numbers and cropor

tion of how the increases grow,.

MR,. CATTAN: I will leave the figuros and come only to tho implica

tions. These Jewish immigrants have been given, and such as have not ten 

acquire, the same civil rights as the original inhabitants of tho country. The 

Arabs have thereby lost a substantial measure of their political rights— a 

loss which cannot be the subject of any compensation.The shifting of political sovereignty is not only alarming but is 
simply terrifying to any nation, and for this nation in particular, which 

finds itself sinking under the flow of a steady immigration— both legal and 

illegal., *t is deprived of its natural right of self-defense against this 

invasion. Can you say in fairness thrt tho rights and position of the Arabs 

have been safeguarded even within the meaning of tho Mandate?

In addition to the substantial loss of political sovereignty, the 

Arabs have lost oven such rights as they had and as they enjoyed prior to 

the Mandate,

When we remember th^t during Turkish times, the Arabs of Palestine 

enjoyed the rights— it was at a late state, of course, but it did exist—  

enjoyed the rights of Parliamentary representation; they enjoyed the rights 

of government and of legislation; when we remember that the goal sot was 

complete independence; when we remember that another obligation was to 

develop self-governing institutions, and find today tĥ o Arabs being governed
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in the same way as certain backward peoples inhabiting other territories, 

subjected to n direct and absolute Gov rnnent, one nust turn aghast with 

amazement. In matters of government and administration, the people are 

now relegated to minor and secondary positions; in.matters of legislation, the 

most important enactment, down tovbho smallest by-law, is made without 

reference to thorn. In matters of finance and taxation, they are told to pay 

and not even consulted as to how public funds arc to be spent.

One may ask again, when we compare the rights that wo enjoyed in 

1914 with our position today, whether our rights and nosition have been safe

guarded. The Arabs do not suggest that their present condition is due to 

any desire of the British Government to withhold the r liberties, but it can 

undoubtedly be ascribed to Zionist demands and their influence. Their policy 

has always been to oppose the grant of self-government to Palestine, even 

to themselves. They have opposed the establishment of democratic institu

tions until they themselves can become a majority and exercise political 

supremacy.

It is true that in 1922 and in 1936, there were proposals for the grant 

of a legislative council, but the proposals however, when examined, will show 

that they never amounted to the granting of a self-governing institution; it 

was a governing institution,

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: What?

MR. CATTAN: It wasn’t self-goverr. \g,* Mr..Chairman.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: It was a proposal for the Arabs and Jews to 

take part in the government of the ‘country, and at that stage, the Arabs 

rejected it.

MR. CATTAN: In 1922, it was rejected.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: And in 1936, the Jews opposed it.

MR. CATTAN: The Jews opposed it, and it failed because of Jewish 

Zionist pressure. In fact, it was withdrawn by the Government, eventually. 

That is the political aspect of the problem so far as Jewish immigration is 

concerned. Now I would like to present or approach certain economic aspects 

of Jewish immigration which present certain dangerous features.

Another serious invasion of the rights and position of the Arabs in 

Palestine must be noted, and it is tho invasion of their lands. There has
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been considerable land penetration bv the Jetts, and this land penetration has 

certain characteristics which constitute a real danger to the Arabs.

I would first take the economic and social aspects of Jewish land 

penetration. The Jews have been acquiring vast areas of land--of lands which 

were in Arab ownership or occupation— mostly the best lands of the country.

I don*t want to take you through official estimates. You know the figures 

better perhaos than we do. Whatever may be the oosition, this land oene- 

tration, which is on a considerable scale, is esoecially for a small Jewish 

rural population which has been estimated for you as being only 15 to 18 per 

cent of the whole Jewish population, as a considerable holding for them. This 

land penetration presents, however, certain frets and characteristics which 

have been established by official inquiries. Those facts were that a number 

of Arabs have been displaced from their homos; those facts also were that 

there was no margin of land available for agricultural settlement by new 

immigrants; and those facts were that present Arab land holdings are not suf

ficient for the sustenance of the existing rural population, which, as you 

know, is about 65 to 70 per cent of the whole Arab population in Palestine, 

Those inquiries and commissions have established the facts and figures that 

the rights and oosition of the Arabs in Palestine have been prejudiced by 

these land acquisitions.

An attempt was made to attenuate those evil consequences for the 

future, but not to remedy the wrongs and mistakes of the past by the White 

Paper of 1939 and the land transfer regulations of 1940, passed as a result 

of the White Paper. Those regulations, insofar as they restrict only land 

sales to Jews in Zone B, do not forbid them entirely, and insofar as they 

permit, 'without any restriction, sales of land to Jews in the best parts of 

the country in what is called the free zone, do not protect the Arab popula

tion from the menace of landlessness and displacement which has been offi

cially recognized. Agair, the practical application of these land trans

fers has shown, during the last five years, several loopholes and insuf

ficiencies which have enabled many evasions, even on a considerable scale.

I will n't take you through those ways of evasion, but they have been es
tablished.

There has been a committee of inquiry appointed by the Government
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which has inquired into the matter and eventually came to one conclusions 

that certain of those evasions were an evasion of the spirit of the White 

Paper and that their terms of reference did not allow then to go into a dis

cussion. That is, the most important danger has not been inquired into.

Apart from the economic and social effects u-'on the Ar-bs of Jewish 

land* penetration, apart from its consequences of displacement, landlessness, 

and conversion of the Arab rural masses inb perhaps an army of unemployed, 

one important feature I would like to emphasize before you gentlemen— one 

important feature of this land penetration which is fraught with serious 

political and social dangers to the Arab population— deserves consideration. 

In their land holdings, the Jews have developed a kind of tenure un

known anywhere else or In the past. They have developed and applied the 

racial tenure of land. This tenure involves two main consequences: One, 

being that once land is acquired by a Jew or Jewish organization, it can 

never again be returned or' returned to Arab ownership or occupation. It
m  ‘ I ’becomes foreign territory to the Arabs. Ahey cannot acquire it. hey cannot 

work it. Once land is acquired by the Jews, it is fenced and closed to the 

Arabs forever, and when Jewish holdings become compact and substantial, they 

demand and acquire local autonomy in the form of municipalities and local 

councils. There have been even some extensions of those municipalities and 

local councils by means of expropriations, by means of increasing through 

town-planning commissions, by means even of inclusion of adjoining Arab 

territory into the municipalities. I would cite one important example, 

which is the inclusion of 8,000 dunams, half of it, into the town-planning 

area of Tel Aviv, and the other half into the municipal area of Tel Aviv.

That is 7,000 out of 8,000 dunams of pure Arab cultivable property.

MR. CRUM: What kind?

MR. GATTAN: The largest part is cultivable. What is the effect of 

it? I am only citing that as an example. The effect is this cultivable 

land, once included within the municipal area of Tel Aviv, becomes 

chargeable with rates at the high figure of over three pounds per dunam, 

while it used to pay two shillings before. What is the effect of that?

The Arab cannot pay three pounds per dunam. It wouldn!t yield him that 

amount, so he's got to sell it to the Jews. That is the result. This
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land penetration, which is through sales, through town-planning, through 

extensions of municipal areas, is going on. I don*t think I will take you 

through any of the evidence which est .blishos this racial tenure of land, but 

it h* s been established by reports. I will say this:

That all of the land registry records of Palestine vd.ll show you thnt 

Arab lands h"ve been passing to Jewish ownership, and of course, the reverse 

process is not to be found in non-urban areas. This racial tenure has boon 

strengthened by the existence of powerful Jewish companies and institutions 

whise object is the acquisition of Arab lands.

W e lack the protection against holdings in mortmain and by large land 

societies, although the Ottoman legislator did protect the nopulvtion and it

self from holdings in mortmain. The area of such holdings has been estimated

by the Government at over 900,000 dunams— no-rly one million dunams.
The other consequence of this racial tenure of land is the exclusion 

and boycott of Arab labor in respect of Jewish-owned lands. Sir John Hone 

Simnson s°ys in his report: 11 It is thus evident that Arabs are unemployed in 

at least considerable numbers and th t the fact is resulting in a distinct 

reduction of the standard of life among the Arab 1:boring class.” This 

~>rocess h~s been continued and is being intensified since tho days when Sir 

John Hone Simnson was writing. It will therefore be seen that Jovnsh land 

accuisition and settlement were never intended, as the Jews have always pre

tended and still pretend, to operate in tho interest and the welfare of the 

people as a whole. This land penetration, accompanied with incidents of 

racial tenure, is not intended for tho development of the economy of the 

country in the normal way, is not intended for the exploitation of land ss a 
form of wealth, but aims at socuring political domination and the gradual 

squeezing out of the Arabs from their own land. This is the effect on the 

Arabs of Jewish land settlement since the Mandate. Is this land settle

ment with its size, with its incidents and objects, in keeping with the ob

ligation to safeguard the rights and position of the Arabs?

Leaving the question of lands, I would mention another penetration, 

and here it isn't mere penetration— it is ^ure domination of the economy of 

the country. You are boing told that the Jews control fomvfifths of the’ 

industry of the country. They h ve, as r. result of’their more natural
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aptitudos and more powerful means, connections, and influence, secured a 

stranglehold on the economy of the country. They have established and de- 

volopod industries which h~ve the same accompaniment of the boycott of Arab 

labor and services, certain isolated oases excepted where Arab labor is 

either by law or necessity, by reason of its cheapness, imposed upon them.

It is, however, tho declared object of Jewish industry and enterprise to 

exclude and boycott Arab labor and employment. Thus the Arabs, we find, are 

being strangled not only politically but economically. Have their rights and 

position been safeguarded?

I would like to mention one or two small points. You are now seeing 

Jewish industry and Jewish land settlement in their golden age. They have 

flourished and maintained themselves owing to the favorable conditions 

created by the emergency of the war. The normal situation, however, is not so 

bright. Jewish agricultural settlement was found to be never self-supporting, 

and Jewish industry could not survive had it not been for protective tariffs 

imposed by Government at the request of the Jews. That was admitted as late 

as 1939 by Mr. MacDonald, Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Although Jewish industry has been protected by these protective tariffs, 

the Arabs have not been protected against high prices. Moreover, is it fair 

that the Arab population should be debarred from free access to the world 

market in order to nurse industries conducted on racial lines and practicing 

generally a policy of boycott on Arab labor?
Those favorable conditions created by the war for Jewish agriculture 

and industry have not as yet completely ceased. Imports are still, to some 

extent, restricted, and even when permitted, are still necessarily limited.
The Jews claim that they have brought material benefits to the Arabs.

You have been told there was a percolation of Jewish capital to Arab hands.

This view, however, fails to take into account that the economic revival 

in the country is part of the goneral economic development of the Middle 

East since the first World War, and fails also to take into account the im

portant returns of the citrus industry. The only material benefits derived 

from the Jews were such moneys as were paid by the Jews to acquire lands. A 

substantial amount of those moneys were not paid to Arabs of Palestine but 

were paid to Arabs who are not from Palestine— to absentee land holders.
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But on n long-term view, the transactions from Arab hands to Jewish hands 

cannot, in the light of what we have seen,, be considered a benefit to the 

Arabs but the shrinking of their political rights and even a menace to their 

existence. As against the percolation of Jewish capital to Arab hands, the 

Jews forget to mention a large part of their industrial output found an outlet- 

in the past on the Arab market, both in Palestine and in the neighboring coun

tries. Here it i'sn*t a case of percolation, but of a flow of Arab capital to 

Jewish hands, ‘Whatever may be the share of Jewish settlement in the economic 

development of the country and whatever may be .the precise amount of advan

tages derived therefrom by the Arabs, such temporary economic gains, whether 

small or large, cannot compensate for the permanent and priceless political 

setback suffored by the whittling down of the Arab majority and political 

sovereignty.

The Arabs do not wish to exchange their rights and their liberties for 

a plate or even a sack of lentils. The Arabs cannot continue to be choked and 

be told that the operation is good for their health.

I would conclude my remarks on the economic situation by referring 

shortly to all this talk about economic absorptive capacity. Even if we were 

to suppose that there could be found by exploration or otherwise more land 

on which Jewish immigrants could settle, which is not the case, and even if 

you were to concede the possibiliti s of certain schemes, and visionary 

schemes as to development, evon Jf it were assumed that industry could econo

mically absorb further immigrants, our reply to that is the question is not 

one of economics but one of life and death to the Arabs, I would refer to 

the legal aspect of the question,. It was made clear by the British Govern

ment in the White Paper of 1939 that economic absorptive capacity is not 

the criterion of admission of further immigrants and is not an obligation 

imposed upon them. Economic absorptive capacity is nowhere mentioned in the 

Mandate, Economic absorptive capacity was a method of gradual discharge, 

but not in any way a measure of what the British Government conceived to 

be their obligation to the Jews under the Mandate, Now that the British 

Government have declared the complete fulfillment of their obligation to 

the Jews, any discussion about economic absorptive capacity is irrelevant 

and boside the point.
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To the balance sheet of the position of the Arabs and their losses 

under the Mandate must be added a few items, of which a sketch only can be 

given. First, the grant to the Jews of the most important economic conces

sions of the country— the Dead Sea, Rutenberg, and The Huloh Concessions.

The second item I would refer to is the grant of long leases at a nominal 

consideration of cultivable public lands which constitute a heritage of the 

people of this country in the proportion of 175,000 dunams to the Jews and 

only 1,200 to the Arabs. This is done when several governmental commissions 

h've emphasized the insufficiency of Arab lands for the sustenance of the 

Arab population. One third item I would refer to is the imposing upon the 

Arab taxpayer, and incidentally, the British exchequer, the cost of maintain

ing a considerable police force and defense establishment out of all propor

tion to the needs of the country in order to defend the Jewish National 

Home, and now possibly to defend the Government against the inhabitants of 

the National Home.

(Laughter)

In fact, the welfare and well-being of the people are sacrificed fir 

the welfare of the National Home. The Police and Prisons Budget has risen 

from 330,000 pounds in 1927 to three million and two-hundred thirty-three 

thousand in 1944-— and this out of a total budget of only 20 million pounds. 

The budget for this year has not yet been named, but it is anticipated. • •

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: I'm not sure what you are asking of us. We 

all know it is very expensive, but you are not saying, are you, that all of 

it is due to the Jews?

A. Well, the substantial part of it is. Naturally, in any country 

you have to maintain a police force, but not on such a scale.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Don’t you think we in England at least have 

realized for quite a long time it is very expensive, though we have a duty?

A. Exactly, I said the welfare and well-being of the people as a 

whole is being sacrificed for the maintenance of this large police force. 

Health services and education are allocated about half a million pounds each. 

That is per cent each of the budget. We have 116 police stations and 

police fortresses but less than a dozen Government hospitals. In fact, of 

the Government hospitals, only two were built since the occupation of
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Palestine. In the matter of hospitals, I may say, incidentally, we have still 

to depend upon the charity of foreign governments and institutions.

I have given you gentlemen a sketch of the political, social, and 

economic disasters of this country— disasters suffered by the Arabs. I don*t 

think it would be within my power or ability to put before you a complete and 

detailed picture, but I would conclude with one observation.

Whether you consider the legal or moral values of the problem, you can 

reasonably come to no other conclusion but that the Arabs have been grievously 

wronged. The Balfour Declaration has been called an experiment, even by its 

author. It is an experiment in vivisection, Vivisection experiments are for

bidden, at least on humans, by the laws of God and the laws of man. How much 

more will we, the Arab nation, who have during a quarter of a century been 

subjected to the agony of this most tragic experiment in the history of modern 

civilization?

JUDGE HUTCHESON: You said Public Lands had awarded 175,000 dunams to 

the Jews and only 1,200 to the Arabs. Is there any explanation of that?

A., Any explanation?

Q. Of why that is so?

A. Except th?t the Government is promoting Jewish interests.

Q. There is no provision with rogr.rd to the public lands if the Jews 

can qualify and the Arabs cannot, or is it according to your view that the 

Jews h've arbitrary privileges over the Arabs?

A. In our view, whatever may have been mentioned in the Mandate about 

public lands, there is no obligation to give those public lands to the Jews, 

especially when expert committees have established the shortage of lands in 

Arab tenure.

Q. Is it that the Arabs have not applied for any of the lands and the 

Jews have, or that the Arabs and Jews have both applied and the Jews have 

had their request granted and the Arabs denied?

A. ™hat is the second part. It is the preference of the Mandatory 

to Jewish interests,

MR. CRICK: I am bound to say I think it might have been helpful had 

we had the opportunity of studying the witness* paper before we came to 

this hearing. But I hope he will allow me to question him upon one or two



matters on the basis of the paper that was put in and upon the previous ap

pearance of representatives of the Arab Higher Committee. I would first 

like to quote, and I think I got the words down correctly, the witness* ob

servation that land acquired by Jewish organizations can never revert to 

Arab ownership or occupation. Am I quoting correctly?

A, Quite true, Sir.

Q. Are you prepared to make any distinction between different Jewish 

organizations in reference to that statement?

A, Well, they themselves try to make distinctions, but the practical 

effect is that once land is acquired by Jews, it can never revert back to 

Arabs.

Q. Can never revert back to Arabs?

A, Can never be purchased by Arabs. I am qualifying that by saying 

non-urban properties.

Q. Were you present the day when a representative of PICA was giving 

evidence?

A. I*m sorry, I was not.

Q. I would strongly recommend that you examine the transcript of 

evidence for that day. Now I would like to pursue this matter of land trans

fer a little further.

A. May I continue, Sir, I said in the Land Registry records, the 

record of official transactions will show that there is no sale by Jews to 

Arabs in non-urban areas. That is a statement which could be checked from 

official records. There are no sales from Jews to Arabs. The operation is 

a one-way operation.

Q. Yes, I am not concerned with the facts of the past as I am of 

statements concerning the legal effect of the purchase. One further matter 

in connection with that is you have been present, I believe, at a great 

number of these hearings, and I wonder whether you wore present on the day 

upon which there was a little verbal exchange between Doctor Weizmann and 

myself concerning the use of the word "ghetto.”

A. I was, Sir.

Q. Would you agree that it is an extreme statement and an unwar

ranted statement to assert that the Jews of Palestine are now confined to



a limited area by reason of tho Land Transfer Regulations?

A. Certainly, thoy are not confined. % e y  have a larger area than 

tho rural population warrants.

Q. Would you agree also that it is an overstatement to say that those 

Transfor Regulations were designed to prohibit any furthor transfer of land

43

to the Jews?
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Well, it depends upon what zone, sir. In ^one A there is 

complete prohibition.

Q. I realize the difference between the zones, but I am 

asking you to accept or reject the statement that these land 

transfer regulations were intended to prevent any further land 

transfer to the Jews. .

A. It has not, but that is what we are asking for. That is 

not their effect now, but that is what the Arabs are asking for. 

be are asking for amendments of those land transfer regulations 

so that they should put the Arabs in a position where they should 

not fear any further displacements.

Q. Then how would, you explain this remark which appears in 

the paper, put in by the representative of the Arab Higher 

Committee, "As for the transfer of land, it has continued even 

in those regions where the Tliite Paper stated it' was to end."

A. Exactly, sir. I will explain that. The Jews have been 

buying lands even in Zone A without registering their acquisitions 

at the Land Registry, as required by law.

Q . Forgive me, you mistake me. Did the rhite Paper, any 

'"hite Paper or regulations, lay down that the transfer of land 

even in Zone A was to come to a final end?

A. In Zone A, yes sir.

Q. Surely there were certain possibilities of transfer even 

in Zone A.

A. I would say limited ones. I would say limited ones,

,rhere Kis Excellency, the High Commissioner, says it is advis

able in certain cases to make certain exceptions.

H  Can you tell me how much land has in effect been trans

ferred to Jewish ownership since the land transfer regulations?

A. ’"ell, the matter has been inquired into by a Government 

committee set up last year at the request of the Arabs, and in 

view of their complaints that there were breaches of the land 

transfer regulations and acquisitions in defiance of the land 

transfer regulations. You heard the evidence, and it is very 

difficult to get a proper estimate of the exact areas because
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they are not officially registered at the Land Registry. They 

are land acquisitions sometimes through nominees, -.rah nominees. 

They acquire vast areas through nominees and bind then by legal 

undertaking that they would hold for them. Sometimes they 

aci uire possession 'without acquiring the title at the Land 

Registry. We c nnot have a proper check, but we know that . 

there are definite cases and we know that Several.Jewish colonies 

were even established on lands acquired after the passinr of the 

land transfer regulations.

Q. So you say the land transfers in effect have been sub

stantial?

A. They certainly are substantial.

Q. Running into the—

A. Hundreds of thousands, hay I mention, sir, that there 

is one figure which I have here. It is a figure issued by hthe 

Jewish Agency itself as to their landholdings in Palestine.

Q, Perhaps you would pass that in, because we are rather 

pressed for time.

A. I will just mention they are far in excess. It is a 

Jewish Agency publication which has stated that the Jews now 

hold in Palestine 1-3/4 million dunams of land while the offi

cial figure, the Government official figure, is only l£ million.

Q. Thank you. Now may I take you to another point, “ ould 

you agree with re that if one observes changes over a long period, 

say 20 years, the Arab standard of living has risen? May I 

make it clear. I am not trying to imply any causes. I am just 

concerned with the facts. Has the Arab standard of living risen, 

say, over the past 20 years, by and large?

A. I personally doubt it very much. I think the Arab 

today— and you have had occasion to see him— the Arab of 

Palestine does not get a decent meal, does not get a decent 

bed, and doesn't have a decent house. So it is useless .. . *• 

to speak of standard of living when these people are still much 

below the subsistence level of the ordinary human. These people



don't eat properly, tliey don't have enough money to eat properly. 

They can eat neat perhaps oily on feast days. They are insuf- 

ficently fed, and if they have been kept alive it is due only 

to the good air ' that we have in the country and the fact that 

in summer they can eat fruits.

Q. Am I right in thinking that the number of livestock in 

Arab ownership has increased over the last, say, 20 years?

A. It may have, owing to more facilities of access with 

other countries and transport.

Q. Over that same period Arab industry has developed quite 

appreciably, has it not?

A. In certain cases it has developed and in other cases 

it has lost. For example, the mother-of-pearl industry in 

Bethlehem, which was one of the most famous, actually has been 

losing ground considerably.

Q. Is that the basis for the assertion again in this paper 

that the country has already a far 1-rger population than it can 

support? I am very anxious to get at the basis for that asser

tion.

A. Certainly the population now of the country cannot be 

supported further. There are no more lands, we know there are 

no more lands. The population is increasing and the avenues of 

industry are actually being closed to us.

A. If I read this statement aright it means that if one 

can imagine half a million people going out of Palestine the 

remaining would be better off.

A. Certainly.

H  You really think that is a serious economic judgment?
on

A. Certainly. It depends/who leaves, of course. (Laughter)

IR. JUSTICE SINGLETON; We have another meeting just now, so 

we will adjourn until half past 2:00 and hear you then.

('.'.’hereupon the hearing adjourned at 12:25 p.m.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
(The meeting reconvened at 2:30 p.r., Lr. Justice Singleton 

presiding.)
i.R, JUSTICE SINGLETON; Have you any more questions, Nr. 

Crick?
LR. CRICK? No, I am finished.
MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Dr. Aydelotte?
DR. AYDELOTTE: I h ve one or two questions to ask.
Do you believe that the influx of Jews has worsened the 

economic situation of the Ar--bs in Palestine?
A. Certainly.
Q . Do you know, as a matter of fact, how the wages of an 

Arab laborer in Palestine compare with those in Lebanon?
A. They are less as compared with the Lebanon.
Q. The wages in the Lebanon are higher?
A. Yes.
Q. Is that true in the Arab States?
A. That is true quite generally about labor wages.
Q. Wages of labor in neighboring Arab States are higher 

than in Palestine?
A. Yes, speaking of Arabic. I understand that the labor 

in the L^bonan is paid about 10 to 11 Syrian pounds. That is 
about 24 shillings, 22 to 24 shillings, vvhile the ordinary 
Arab laborer gets about 10 to 12 shillings.

Q. That is very interesting. That conflicts directly with 
other testimony that we have heard.

I have another question to ask. You say that the Jews have 
occupied on the whole the best lands, they have procured the 
best lands.

A. Yes sir.
Q. Have the Jews not occupied .some of the waste lands of 

Palestine and made them suitable for agriculture?
A. In very few places as compared with the best lands.
3. This leeching the salt out of the soil down by the Dead
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Sea, that surely would be an instance.

A. Yes, in very few places, but that is part of the con
cession and in the Huleh where there is a reclamation of the 
narshes, that age in is a concession to which I understand the 
trouble is that—we never had access to too much information of 
a confidential nature--they have received a substantial contri
bution for the reclamation of those marshes.

. I have heard the contention made on behalf of the Jews 
that while the lands which they are now occupying are extremely 
productive, they were not so when they were acquired, that the 
Jews have improved the land by irrigation and by various means, 
fertilization and things of that sort. You say that was un
important?

A. It is not even completely true, because if you see 
Jewish holdings today they are in the best plains of Palestine. 
These plains were always the best parts of Palestine. They 
haven't become the best because now they are under Jewish occu
pation. They have -always been the best of Palestine, centuries 
before.

|j; They were fully cultivated by the Arab holders who 
sold them to the Jews?

A. Most certainly.
Q„ I have another cuestion to ask you about these tariffs.

A statement has been made to us by some Jewish source that the 
tariffs in Palestine were on the whole not favorable to Jewish 
industry, that, for example, import duties were charged on raw 
materials. Is that true?

A. I think that is contradicted by official records and 
official reports, I have been just looking over the report of 
Government on industry since we presented to this Committee and 
it proves beyond any doubt that the tariffs have been to the 
advantage of Jewish industry,

Q. The raw materials on the whole come in free?
A. Certainly, and they have had a lot of machinery come in



free, nachinery for the Dead Sea, machinery for, I think, the 
cement works end for many establishments. Certain medicals 
have been corin' in entirely free.

LH. CROSS 1-IA.Ns About the relations of Arabs and Jews, we 
have been going around the country, and in visiting two 
collective Jewish farms I also visited the Arabs, and unless 
I was hopelessly deceived the relationship was quite neighborly. 
Have you any comment to make on that? Is that a usual experience?

A.. 7ell, a state of war cannot be continuous. Of course, 
we have periods of peace. But as I have said, there have been 
explosions from time to time.

Q. In the case of these two collectives I especially asked 
throughout and the relations continued extremely cordial. 1_ould 
that be unusual?

A. It might be very isolated instances.
3. You think it would be a very isolated instance?

■ A. Very isolated.
Q. And in the course of the revolt relations of human 

being to human being throughout Palestine become one of war?
A. Lost certainly.
Q. I visited at Haifa and at least the Arabs told me there 

that wasn’t true in Haifa during the revolt.
A. Well, there are official reports as to what happened 

all over Palestine.
3. But your impression is that anything like a personal 

friendliness of Arab to Jew and Jew to Arah in ordinary life 
only occurs occasionally?

A. Only on the surface.
I. How do I get below the surface?
A. The best way to get below the surface, and the best ■ 

way of knowing whether those people who have been telling you 
that the Arab masses as a whole are not opposed is a very 
simple device, that is a referendum.

Q. I wasn't asking a political question at all. I was
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asking how an individual Arab got on with the collectives near
by.

A. As I said, it is only the relations— good relations are 
kept on the surf-ce and only at times—

Q. You think the political difference of Arab and Jew is 
the fundamental fact and any friendliness is merely superficial?

A. Most certainly,
Q. In .that case, if that is really true, when you have 

achieved your independence this innate hostility which you 'tell 
me is the basic fact will come out, won’t it?

A. Not necessarily. Once independence is achieved and the 
doors to immigration are closed the Jews will realize that .they 
would have to live peacefully with the Arab people of the country. 
Ihe trouble between the Arabs and the Jews comes from the Jewish 
claims. T'e have always lived at peace before the first World 
War. They were always well received.

Q. That is why I asked you these questions, but you tell 
me there was really a deep-seated innate hostility.

A. Coming from Jewish ambitions and Jewish claims and J .wish 
aspirations in Palestine.

Q. That would be political rather than human.
A. It is political, naturally. The whole trouble is at the 

political root.
Q. If, as you are suggesting, there was a deep-seated 

hostility personally, man to man, then obviously independence 
would result in the majority liquidating the minority.

A. Of course the political situation,'as the hostility 
could not be removed very easily, but once these ambitions 
are ret oved I do not see any reason why the two peoples should 
not get on together.

’hat is superficial suddenly becomes fundamental in 
the occasion of this political change. That then becomes funda
mental when independence is achieved?

A. I think just the opposite, if independence is achieved
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and the Jews realize that they have i.o further claims and that 
they cannot get further claims I think it would be just the 
opposite, there would be a general relaxation on both sides*

Q. Ey second guestion, you indicated there being a steady 
steepening of Zionist demands since the early days and that 
Zionists would become more political, you might say totalitar
ian in their demands. Would you trace any parallel development 
on the Arab side to that Zionist claim?

A. No, the Arabs have never asked for more than what they 
were entitled to. They have always opposed the Balfour Declara
tion, they have opposed the Mandate so far as it supports the 
Balfour Declaration. The Arabs are only asking what they have 
always been asking for for the last 25' years, that their rights 
be respected.

Q. You wouldn1t, therefore, find a strengthening and grow
ing Arab nationalism in the last 20 years?

A. I think it has always existed.
Q. Do you not think it is being strengthened and increased?
A. It is being fortified. I don't think it has increased 

in strength. It has been fortified by the union aid the support 
we are geting now from the neighboring Arab States, but the 
feeling has always been the same.

Q. You feel that if you had gone to a Palestine Arab village 
in 1920 there would have been an ecual amount of self-conscious 
Arab nationalism among those villages as there is today?

A. Exactly the same;insofar as Arah feelings are concerned 
they have never changed.

Q. Education has not influenced it at all?
A. You c nnot |educate a man when he is in mortal danger 

to feel safe. The Arabs now feel they are in mortal danger.
No amount of education is going to make them leave when they 
are safe.

Q. I meant hadn't education on the whole developed national-
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A. No, I don't think, there has been any change in the Arab 

feelings. They have always been just the same, always opposed 
to the Jewish aspirations in Palestine.

Q. That interests me. greatly that there would be no dbvelop- 
nent at all.

A. It is just the same. Of course, as I said, it is 
merely now fortified by the support that we get from the neigh
boring Arab States.

Q. Would you say that Arab nationalism, I mean talking 
about Palestine Arabs, was Palestinian in its feeling or more 
general? Is it a nationalism which is Palestinian or Trans- 
Jordan or Syrian, or do the Arabs feel a single nationalism?

A. They do feel a single nationalism. We are all related. 
~e, the Arabs of the iU.ddle East, are all related to one another. 
re feel in the same way, we live in the same way, we think in 
the same way.

5. The difference of state is relatively unimportant?
A. Quite unimportant.
Q. Would you therefore help the Committee in this way:

Here we have Arab nationalism very strong and very united, and 
on the other side we have Zionism grouping together all the 
Jews of the world, also very strong and very united. Ye have 
the tv/o clashing in a very tiny State. Is that the problem as 
you see it too?

A. That is the problem as it is put, but that is not the 
problem as it should be.

Q. I would like to hear how you put it.
A. The way I put it, you have on the one hand people 

established for centuries in a land, and you have another 
people tryinr to force them out.

A. Okay, I accept that. The main thing is in this tiny 
country two enormous forces from outside the country, Arabs 
and Jews, are pressing together in this tiny country. The 
question I am rutting is how would you try to avoid their
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clashing in war?

A. "ell, to tell the'parties who are on the wrong side 
to get into the right side.

Q. I don't think I follow you,
A. Bluntly I will put it, to tell the Jews, "You have had 

enough. You have been treated very generously. If you want to 
live in peace we will try to live in peace,"and that is the end 
of it and then we will have peace. Otherwise, we will never be 
satisfied.

Q. There would be no bloodshed if that -as said?
A. If that was said in a strong tone there would be no 

bloodshed.
F  Q. None at all?

A. If it were said strongly, not with hesitation. The 
trouble is that we have had too much hesitation. If it is 
said once and for all and the British Government banging its 
hand down on the table and saying, "That is the end."

Qj You think all the Jews of the world would stop being 
Zionists?

A. I an sure they would. They : ight try something else.
Q. You mentioned the stranglehold Jews got on industry 

jjk in this country and how they got all the best land. Have you
thought of what the economic dffect would be of the collapse 
of all that Jewish industry?

A. They wo Id benefit. They would themselves establish 
their own industries.

H  You don't feel in the short run— just imagine that 
independence was granted in this country and that money ceased 
to flow in from the West and there was a slump, as there would 
be. You don't think it would affect the Arabs at all?

A. Not at all. .
Q. You really mean that?
A. I certainly mean that. I would just explain one thing 

more, that the people of Palestine are suffering from JewishHi I



industry5 the Arabs are suffering from Jewish industry because 
of the protective tariffs,we are precluded from acquiring 
foreign goods, or if we do acquire them they have to be at a 
higher rate.

3. So you suggest that the Collapse of Jewish economy 
would have no affect on the Arabs?

A. It would be to the benefit of Arab industry because 
then it would revive.

Q. Even in a short time?
A. There right be a sudden shortage, a small transitional 

period, but viewed as a whole, viewed at a long distance, it 
would certainly be to the Arab advantage.

Q. Wouldn't it follow from what you say if it is really 
true that the two don't interrelate, then Jewish economy must be 
totally separate from Arab economy, in which case I don't 
understand what the grievance is.

A. The grievance is that the Jews have acquired control 
of the whole industry.

Q. They have built factories.
A. Yes, their own factories.
5. But their factories do not affect the Arabs?
A. They should not.
Q. Do they?
A. Well, as I said, the effect of Jewish industry is that 

in the past it has been pouring its products on the Arab 
market.

Q, Supposing that this thihg collapsed with independence 
and no more money,came in. Wouldn't the revenues of Palestine 
be very seriously affeoted?

A. Yes, but we would have much less expense.
Q. You think that would cancel out?
A, Certainly, me would have much less expense. Of course, 

now over 20 percent of our goods is going for defense.
H  If you had independence wouldn't you have to have money
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for keeping up the police?

A. I don't think we have such ambitious schemes.
Q. No police services?
A. A small police force is necessary, the ordinary police 

force required in the country.
Q. You would have no problem of Jewish minority to keep?
A. No problem at all. The Jews will give up their 

ambitions and ideas of conquest and will want to live at peace; 
then there will be no necessity for aii unjustifiable expense.

Q. Supposing they didn't.
A. They will have to realize that .this is to their own 

interest.
Q. Supposing they didn't.
A. Order will have to be kept.
Q. Then the police force might be’ needed.
A. It might.
1H. CRUH; 1-Sp. Cattan, you said, as I remember,it, that you 

thought if the Mandatory banged its fist on the table and told 
the Zionists that they were wrong that they would accept that 
if it were done .decisively.

A. If they have sense they will.
Q. If you don't put in that modification, but supposing 

this Committee should determine that they were right and that 
the Government tanged its fist on the table and said decisively 
they were right, would the Arab accept that decision?

A. They would not.
Q. What would they do?
A. I cannot speak. 1 am not deciding these questions my

self.
Q. Aren't you a representative of the Arab Higher Committee?
A. I am speaking for them. I am not a member.
Q. Am I to understand that the Jews should accept the 

decision if it were against them, but the Arabs should not?
A. I think the Jews should beoause the British Government



has been so very generous with then.
Q. You are a barrister, are you not, and you know that 

litigants alrays think they are right, both sides always think 
that?

A.- They, do, but" ju-'tice is there to tell then who is right.
Q. But in ordinary course one of the litigants usually 

loses, doesn't he?
A. Yes.
Q. And he accepts the verdict of the court?
A. Right,.
1  That is all.-
IR. JUSTICE SlriGLE'iOI:: I.r. Cattan, I have been wondering—

I gather fr#m your answer to Ivlr. Crum's questions that you -are 
a member of the legal profession.

A. Yes sir.
Q. ''here do you practice?
A. In Jerusalem.
Q. You have been practicing some time, have you not?
A. Yes. now for 14 years.7 I
Q. Have you ever noticed in the course of your experience 

that la"yers are not the best economists?
A. They may not be. (Laughter)
H  I rather wondered. Ir. Grossman was asking you questions 

as tho’-'h he thought perchance you were an econo; ist, but I con
fess I thought from your answers you weren't.

A. I never suggested that. I was.
Q. Very well. You are not a member of the Arab Higher 

Committee?
A . l|o, I am not J
Q. Do you come here as their spokesman?
A, I have been asked by the .rab Higher Committee to 

address you, to five evidence ojn the Arab case.
H  Because of your experience in Palestine?
A. I think I must have been chosen because of ry perhaps
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better fluency in English.

Q. 1-ay I ask you a question of another kind. 1 ill you 
remember that I don't know anything about politics?

A. I will, sir.
Q. This morning you said that some 20 years aro the popu

lation or the number of Jews in Palestine was 55»000. You said 
that now as far as you can find the number of Jews in Palestine 
is 534-,000. -*

A. That is the official figure.
\Q. I am speaking from memory* It is an hour or two ago.

'The number of Arabs has gone up too, as I understand.
A, Quite, sir.
Q. You said that the increase in the number of or propor

tion of Jews caused the Arabs political damage, didn't you?
A. Quite so.
Q. Will you tell me just bow?
A, That is very simple arithmetically, the Arabs, in

1?18 were 10 to 1.
Q. And now you are 2 to 1. You. have a complete majority 

in case of an election, if you. can. imagine such a thing in 
Palestine. How are you damaged politically?

A. Because we have lost 8/10 of our sovereignty, of our 
democratic rights, the sum total of our democratic rights.

Q. It depends; you see, if a democracy is set up here a 
majority of 2 to 1 is sufficient to carry things in the ordinary 
way.

A. It is not a compensation for somebody,who has got 100 
pounds in his pocket to come and tell him, "Look here, I am 
going to take from you 60 and leave you only 40. You still 
have money to live on."

Q. That argument I follow, but if you still have the 2 to 
1 majority I don't see what you are worried about.

A. Because we have been losing.
Q. You have not got the preponderance in numbers that you



A. And not only in numbers, but the preponderance of
rights.

3. I don't know. If yon. had majority rule by a 2 to I 
majority, I would have thought—

A. May I mention an example. In 192.0 v/hen the civil 
administration was established here, what was the number of 
Jewish and Arab officials respectively? It w.-s in the pro
portion of 10 to 1.

Q. Hired officials?
A. Such Palestinian offici-is as were given any position 

at all in responsible positions. Now you find that the pro
portion even in that skeleton administration that we have—  

and so far as we are concerned it is a skeleton because very 
few Palestinians have access to any of the important positions. 
I.ow in that skeleton government, or skeleton administration, 
you find that the Jews have gained. They have gained in number 
in the admiidstrativeAaffairs of the country.

Q. As far as I have been able to find out neither Jews 
nor Arabs want to take much part in this Government.

A. The Arabs have never been given any opportunity.
Q. You were given an opportunity in 1922 and the Jews 

were given an opportunity in 1936 and they wouldn't have it.
So you told me this morning.

A. In 1922 the opportunity wasn't sufficient.
Q. I would like to know this from you: Suppose it was 

thought by people who had to .consider the matter hereafter that 
a number of distressed Jews ought to come into Palestine, aud 
suppose it was thought that they wo^^ld be looked after in 
Palestine, do you thin*, that would worsen the political posi
tion of the Arabs?

A. It would most definitely.
Q. Women and children coring in?
A. It would.
3. Just tell r.e how. I don't follow that. I am anxious
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Q. Very well.
A. We have people today who still remember that they were 

or their parents were members of the Ottoman Parliament.
Q. You know, if you will forgive me saying so, your 

answers surprise me a little because I have always thought, and 
I thought in 1915, 1916, 1917 and 1918 that the Arabs of 
Palestine and the Arabs elsewhere were anxious to get rid of 
the Turkish rule.

A. We were anxious.
Q. I thought so. Do you realise ■ who helped you towards 

succeeding?
A. We do, Sir, but that is the difference; v/e were anxious, 

all Arab countries were anxious and there were societies that were 
formed in order to achieve their independence because they wanted 
to be on their own.

Q. Did I understand you correctly this morning that you 
were comparing the present day conditions of the Arabs in 
Palestine unfavourably towards their conditions under Turkish 
rule?

A. So far as civil and political rights are concerned, 
certainly.

Q. Generally, do you think you were better under 
Turkish rule?

A. We were as regards civil and political rights, we were 
much better than we are today; today what can .we do?
H  You know, Mr.Cattan, I have spent some little time now, 
not much but a little time in Palestine, and I have been in some 
Arab States too, and I am glad to be able to say and to say it 
publicly that where I have been Arabs generally have recognised 
the help which’Great Britain gave to them in those days. I 
thought you might perhaps.

A. I said we do recognise the British help that we have 
received. We have nothing against the British insofar as they 
»ame and liberated us, we are quite grateful, and the Arabs did
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assist themselves in their ovm liberation. The Arabs are not 
given to ingratitude. That has always been recognised, but what 
we do not forgive is the introduction of the Balfour Declaration, 
the introduction of masses of Jews into the midst of the country.

Q. You know you are a lawyer of some experience and some 
responsibility and I shall not have much more opportunity of 
talking to people in this country I suppose, but I cannot help 
thinking that if on both sides there was more realisation of what 
both sides owe to Great Britain's help that this Palestine might 
be a more peaceful place, Thankyou,

(The witness withdrew).

r) MR.JUSTICE SINGLETON: The next representation is the Moslem
Religious Dignitaries - Sheikh Dia-ed-Dine-Al-Khatib.

A. Yes.
Q. You have with you Sheikh Sabri Abdine and another 

gentleman.
A. Sheikh Taqi-ud-dine-Nabahani.
Q. We have memoranda from both of you.

A.(SHEIKH DIA-ed-DINE-Al-KHATIB) You have a memorandum from both 
of us. I have some extra quotations that I wish to add to the

L memorandum that I have submitted if you will allow me to read 
it and t my friend also has one on certain points that he. would 
like to be allowed to read to you, and also my second friend.

Q. Is it this document vou are proposing to read or another
one?

A. Another one.
Q. We have this one, but there is something you would like 

to add to it?
A. Yes.
Q. Thankyou, if you would be so kind.



61.statem en t  b y  s h e ik h
SHEIKH DIA-ed-DINE-AL-KHATIB

Mr.Chairman, Gentlemen, with due

respect to your persons and to your Honourable Committee I wish

to state thet we do not stand before you as beggars or defendants.

Our rights are unchallenged. The Arabs have always been famous

for their hospitality and it gives us pleasure to meet the'

Honourable Members of your Committee. We consider that people who

live away from this country know very little about it. Even those

who have come as tourists know only certain places. This Palestine

is an Arab country and a Moslem Holy Land. Arabs have encroached

upon this land long before the Moslem Conquest. Even during the

Byzantine period the southern part of it was an Arab region.

the great grandfather of the Prophet who

arrived as q merchant to this land died at Gaza and his tomb is

well looked after until the present time. As a result of the

Moslem Conquest of the 7th Century waves' of Arab tribes and clans •

poured into this country and since then the land has been part

and parcel of the Arab world. Hardly any other part outside

Arabia proper can claim purer Arab blood than this land of which

we are highly proud. This is not a matter of mere feeling, but

it is noteworthy that a good number of Asab families have their

ovm genealogical tables" and can tr- ce back their forefathers for

hundreds of years. It is to my .great, honour that my own familv has

been discharging the duty of preaching in the great Aqsa Mosque

for the last seven centuries. Arabs, Moslem and Christians, are

not merely Arabic speaking peoples; they ar§ all alike of Arab

blood. Some Christian tribes remain Christian and were never

com elled to be converted to Islam, We have lived together in

peace, harmony and unity for generations. We have decided always

to live together as members of the great Arab nation. We know no

other nation in Europe or America which has a stronger claim to

their land than the Arab nation has to this land. The policy

so far applied by the Mandatory Government has adversely affected



our entity in this countr ■. Jewish immigration forced upon this 

country for a quarter of a century brought with it evils and 

dangers. Our political spokesmen have subnitted to your 

Honourable Committee how Jewish immigration endangers our 

existence in Palestine. In fact, Arab traditions and morale and 

last but not least Moslem Holy Places and shrines are being 

threatened by Jews and Jewish immigration. Arab villages which 

have been acquired by Jews have been razed to the ground with 

their mosques and shrines and cemeteries and new Jewish settlements 

have been erected instead. What has actually happened? Moslem lands 

slipped out of Moslem hands, Moslem Holy Places destroyed and 

Moslem cultivators became landless. Our Holy Places are threatened 

by the Jews. We actually know of attempts made by Jews to buy 

the quarter by the Western Wall of our Holy Sanctuary which is 

a Waqf, that is belonging to Moslem religious endowments. What 

is still more appalling to Moslems is the great prospective amm 

of Zionism, i,e. to regain the site of Solomon's Temple and so 

bring to an end the holiness of the great Moslem sanctuary.

This aim is by no means an imaginary aim. It is in the minds of 

the follow rs of Zionism. Actual statements of it were given at 

different times; even pictures of the Holy Dome of the Rock with 

Zionist emblems were published at different times. Jews actually 

encroac ed upon Moslem rights in connection with the Western Wall 

of the Moslem Holy Sanctuary in 1929, as a result of which 

different outbreaks took place in different parts of the country 

and a Commission was delegated by the League of Nations before 

"fhich appeared representatives from different Moslem countries 

to report before that Commission and the details of it can be 

read fully from Government documents. Accordingly an Order in 

Council was issued in 1931 by which specific and definite 
status was given'to be followed and which in itself was far 

from being satisfactory to Moslems. Moslems and Arabs are 

decided to defend this country and remain its guardians. It is 

a national as well as 1 religious duty to do so, and Arabs and
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Moslems will abide by the dictates of patriotism and lav/sand 

orders of religion. In the East we are much more spiritual and 

religion in this part of the world plays the greatest part in the 

life of man. Ths Moslem is patient as long as religion is 

unmolested. As soon however as its existence is menaced he 

comes to be an unsubmissive and unswerving power. He believes 

in an eternal second life to which the present life is valueless. 

When he is killed in a right cause he is a martyr and the 

reward of martyrdom is Paradise, h:nce Moslems have in the history 

of warfare played a prominent part. The holiness of this land to 

Moslems being cleanly shown I think it is worth while to explain 

to you that this holiness is no mere spiritual holiness; it is 

more than spiritual. God, says the Holy Koran, God forbids you 

from accepting the rule of those or co-operating with those who 

have fought your religion, expelled you from your homes or helped 

in expelling you. If God does not allow a Moslem to accept the 

help or co-operation of any enemy who expels him from his 

country, how much stronger then would be his obligation to 

follow such a thing in a sacred land such as this.

Furthermore, it is the duty of every Moslem by religious law to 

help in safeguarding Moslem territory. After all is this not 

a normal national feeling; is it not in itself the principle 

of every nat on in the world. It was this very same admirably 

principle which instigrted Saladin and his co-religionists to 

unitPfor the expulsion of the invader. Our young generation 

is to a certain extent acquainted with Western learning and 

thinking, whether American or European. Scores of young men get 

their education and American and British Universities. They 

realise that the principles of liberty and justice which are 

highly advocated by Americans and Britishers in their own 

lands should not be confined to them and to their own lands.

Those principles so much cherished should be put into practice 

in this part of the world in order that this Holy Land should



remain holy and enjoy peace and order as they did during 

previous centuries. We have h d before several Commissions of 

Enquiry. Our views have been put before them over and over 

again. This land could not solve the Jewish problem, if it is 

to be solved in any way you must think of somewhere else. There 

are other lands and dominions in the world which are scarcely 

populated, rich in minerals and urgently in need of human 

labour. Anyone who wants to be generous and humane could be so 

if he likes to be so provided he gives from his own pocket. The 

United States of America could be generous by presenting the 

Jews with one of their States or a part of one and England could 

be generous by presenting them with certain lands or an island 

in her vast Empire. If the Jews long for the restoring of the 

Temple of Solomon which stood for a few centuries, should we not 

be more persistent for the safety of our admirable and numerous 

tem les and shrines and mosques that have been standing for 

thirteen centuries. Thirteen centuries bear witness to our 

reat achievements. All through those long ages history has 

proved that we are the proper guardians of the Holy Land and it is 

to our honour that we are not ready to hand it to others. Our 

Moslem teachings do not allow us to do it. Our religious Doctors 

are unanimously in accordance with the view that a Moslem should 

not allow any Moslem land to slip into the hands of an enemy who 

carries bad intentions to the existence of Moslems and we have 

to abide by it. Arabs and Moslems are all decided to refuse any 

Jewish immigration. We stronely insist that an end should be 

made to the Mandate and independence should be declared that we 

nay join the Arab League and play our part in world civilisation. 

Assyrians and Babylonians in ancient times moved nations from 

one place to another or displaced one nation by another. Onr 

modern views and modern civilisation stand in the way of carrying 

out such schemes. We live in the 20th century and 20th century 

ethics must prevail. What was practicable in ancient times can 

no more be held as practicable in our own times. You have fought 

the last two wars for the freedom of nations and not for their 

serfdom, nor for the freedom of one nation at the expense of
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Moslems can by no means acquiesce in seeinr their Holy Land

turned grrdually into a J :wish land, nor do they consent to see

it divided into shares. Every inch of it is holy to them and

they repudiate sacrificing any part of it. History repeats

itself. However stron~ the invaders ray comena^ be, we are quite

convinced that Islam and Arabs will sooner or later repel their

invasion in the same way as the Crusaders came over and

established their kingdom against the will of Islam, but what was

the result. Before long the power of Islam recuperated, Moslems

were again united, and consequently the Holy Land was

recaptured. The more you allow Zionism to acquire power and

strength the more vou are likely to bring the hostility between

the two peoples into acuteness. This land is specifically

characteristic of its holiness. Peace has been established in

it for thirteen centuries with the exception of the interval of

the Crusades. The Ottoman Turks were keen enough on maintaining

its holiness5even at- the darkest hour when they had to abandon
Jerusalem in 1917 not a single bullet was fired. They made no

place of defence or offence out of it. In the same manner it was

treated by the Britishers who made no attempts to bombard it.

This city is not meant to be a battlefield. Zionists have

however dared to convert it into a battlefield. Is peace going

to predominate in this Holy Land as it did in previous

centuries when it was under Moslem rule, or is it going to

proceed by . hatred, bloodshed and abhorrent massacres.

Four hundred million Moslems from all over the world who have
who are

better claims to this land than any Jev/ish claims,- eager to 

see that their claims are sincerely adhered to, look forward 

to your decision and believe the time has come for safeguarding 

their interests. It is up to you, gentlemen, to decide on one 

way or another. Such an enormous responsibility lies on your 

sho lders, you who are vbing to determine the fate of this 

land.

Q. Shall we hear Shekh Sabri Abdine before wo ask questions.



Mr.Int rpreter, will you explain to Sheikh Sabri Abdine that we 

have a memorandum from hir , if he w uld like to add anything we
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shall be very glad to hear him.

A.(INT ’RPRETER) He has a statement which is interpreted but

he would like to read it to you in Arabic.

(The following is a tr: nslntion of the statement th-t was

read by Sheikh Sabri Abdine in Arabic).

The Holiness of Palestine nd Moslem yearning for it.

There is no part of Palestine which does not abound in

Moslem ' oly Sanctuaries, mosques and shrines, and where Moslem

monuments cannot be found. Its very soil has been sanctified

by the bodies of a great number of the Companions of the

Prophet, of those others who came after them, of the Ulamas 
• .

(Learned), the Saints and the pious in Islam, .wentyfive thousands 

alone died in the Plague of Emaus in the 18th year of the 

Hijra. They included a number of the most prominent of the 

Companions of the Prophet, and r anv others of the Moslem and 

Arab nobility and of its leaders. Their tombs are to be found 

along the coast, in the hills and in the plains of Palestine. In 

Jerusalem itself, only a few yards from where the Committee has 

its offices in the Palace Hotel, lies the Mamillah Cemetery. And 

In the tombs clustered within it? seventy thousand martyrs and 

thousands of others of the Ulamat. and the pious in Islam were 

buried.

Moslem yearning and attachment to Palestine,

Hundreds of millions of Moslems in the Arab world, In 

India, Indonesia, China, the Phillipine Islands, Afghanistan,

Iran, Yugoslavia, Turkey and even in Russia and in other parts 

of the world passionately yearn for Palestine, There is in them 

an intense desire to come to Palestine to be santified by the 

Mosque of El Aqsa to where the Prophet had made a. symbolic night 

journey from Mecca and the holy precincts which surround it.

It has been my privilege toJ witness with roy own eyes this 
attachment arid yearning which Moslems have for Palestine. It was

n



during ray pilgrimage to Mecca in 1935. Bone two hundred and 

fifty thousand pilgrims had gathered then from all parts of the 

Moslem world. I talked to a great many of them, and whenever 

mention was made of Palestine tears of longing for their Holy 

Land would well in their eyes. I know that they will defend 

with their blood, as their ancestor? have done in the past,

I wish it were possible forthis Honourable Committee to 

visit India, Afghanistan, Indonesia and other parts of the 

Moslem world. You would then see with your own eyes and person

ally experi nee this feeling of strong attachment which Moslems 

have to Palestine, and the fact that wherever found Moslems are 

fully prepared to embark upon a religious war in order to ensure 

that Palestine remains a Moslem and an Arab country, and to 

save it at any cost from the Jewish Zionist aggressive onslaught.

Yes, Gentlemen, visit India and hear what the Indians have 

to say. They will tell you that two million Indian Moslems fought 

in y  ur ranks and shed the blood of the cream of their manhood 

for the sake of victory over your enemies, is it to reward them 

that you jeopardise the sanctity of the Mosque of el Aqsa and 

their Holy Sanctuaries, by even the threat of Jewish domination 

and aggression?

In the year 1350 Hijra, or the year 1931, the general 

Islamic Congress was held in Jerusalem for the purpose of drawing 

a concerted plan of action to save Palestine from Zionist and 

Imperialist dangers. The Congress was attended by representatives 

from all parts of the Moslem and Arab world. Thus there were 

representatives from Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, 

Morocco, Tunis, India, Indonesia, Afghanistan, Iran, Yugoslavia, 

and representatives even from Soviet Russia.

In 1938 a Parliamentary Congress of al}. Islamic and Arab 

countries net in Cairo to confer upon a course of :-ction which 

world save Palestine from Zionist ambitions. The Congress was 

attended as well by an Indian Delegation headed by the Grand 

^ t i  of India, Mawlana Kafayat-Ellah and other Moslem Ulamas
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on behalf of the Moslem? of India, end Sayyid Abdul Rahman Sadiqi 

and Sayyid Khaleq El Zaman on bohalf of the Moslem League. I 

attended this conference and heard the speech of Sayyid

Sadiqi 'iiich he delivered om behalf of the Moslem League. With 

your permission I should like to read v u word for word what he 

said:

"The misery which encompasses Palestine is not only felt 
there, but it extends and is equally felt by the whole of the 
Moslem and Arab 'world. The betrayal of Palestine is a betrayal 
of the Moslem world. I believe that I speak on behalf of the 

largest Moslem community in the whole world. It has been ray 
jr.ivileg~ to stand here before vou and to express the 
feelings of eighty million Moslems. I greet you on their 
behalf and I extend our thanks to our Egyptian brethren who 

have given us this opportunity of attending this Congress. It 
is my hope that this Conference will help to make one common 
cause of the various Moslem problems, so that.in the future 
we will no longer hear of an Iranian problem, or one of 
Afghanistan, India or Egypt. We should come to hold that the 
problems of Islam are one problem, and that there is one view 
and one opinion, if we are to maintain the dignity of our 
relieious unity.
- . . L . ~ |  1 w ..
The Moslems of India Join in saluting t’ e heroes of Palestine 
and Join in their prayers that God may assist them and us 
in all things that would bring benefit to the Arabs and to 
Palestine. Should a voice be heard in Cairo calling for 
help it will find that eighty million Moslems will answer 
this call. In the course of our work under the dir ction of the 
Moslem League, we had decided to adopt certain resolutions, 
S i c h  would bring about a change in British policy. Of these 
proposed resolutions was one for boycotting English goods and 
another to stop any further enlistment of Indians in the 
British armies. When news of this Congress was received by us, 
our Moslem fellow-countrymen preferred to deputise us to 
attend it, that we may act concertedly. I would assure you 
that the Moslems of India will do their utmost to carry out 
any decision which this conference might take for the benefit 
of Palestine".

Supervision by the Mandatory Government over the Moslem Wakf 
(Charitable Bndo’mnsnts) Properties and control of Moslem 
Religious Adminis tration.

The President of the Vaad Leumi stated in his testimony 

before vou that the Vaad,Leumi is in charge of all social 

services, education and health and supervises over the Rabbinical 

Courts. Ke added that the annual budget amounted to £5 millions 

allocated between these various services. I might add that the 

Vaad Leumi is a fully independent body. It manages its affairs 

it supervises over Jewish social services, the Rabbinical Courts 

and selects suitable persons for the various posts, independently 

of any oth?r authority. Similarly the Christian Communities in



69.p lc s t ln e  e n jo y  th e  sr.n • r i g h t s .  A l l  th e s e  com m unities manage th^lr ovrn r e l i g i o u s  and e d u c a t io n a l a f f a i r s  and a p p o in t t h e i r  re lig io u s r e p r e s e n t a t iv e s  In d e p e n d e n tly  and w ith o u t any Interven tion or s u p e r v is io n  by th e  M andatory Governm ent.
With us Moslems who oven though we form the majority of 

the population of Palestine, it is a different case. We are 
deprived of those rights. Since 1937 the Mandatory Government 

has assumed direct supervision over our religious affairs 

through a Government Connirsion presided over by a British 

chairman who in fact controls all affairs. This Commission 

inaugurated its terry of office by dismissing a number of Ulamas, 
directors of Wakf properties (charitable endowments) and other 

officors in charge of administration of religious affairs. The 
Ccapission in fact controls and directs mosques and shrines,

Moslem Wakf affairs and the Sharia Courts, It is not possible to 

appoint a person to any religious office, whether it be that of 

a Qadi, an Imam, a speaker, an instructor,aaprea.cher or that of 

any other office of a purely religious character without the prior 

approval of the British Chairman of the Commission. Thus he 

occupies the position of Sheikh A1 Islam, i.e, a Moslem religious 

head and enjoys unfettered authority w M c h  the duly elected 
President of the Supreme Moslem Cotuicil at no tine enjoyed.With these unfettered powers confined in the Commission, or as in fact in  its Chairman, the Directorate of the Moslem Council and charitable endowments has become an impotent body and is in  fact no more than an instrument which executes the decisions of this Governmental Commission, or those other measures which may have received the prior approval of the Commission.

Furthermore, the Commission does not permit the Moslem 

Council nor the Director of the charitable endowments (Mudir 

Awkaf) to dispose in any significant measure of the proceeds of 
the charitable endowments, although created by Moslem 

benefactors for charitable purposes, without the prior approval
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0f the British Chairman of the Cornission. This rigid control 

extends to a point here it is impossible to get appointed any 
free and independent thinking Moslem theologian or others ^ho 

may be imbued with any national feelings, eve though they ray be 
fully qualified for the particular posts for which they may have 

been chosen. In other words ever since the Moslems of Palestine 

have had to put up with this total domination by the Commission 

over their religious affairs, the condition of this Moslem 

organisation known as the Supreme Moslem Council has steadily 

deteriorated to the serious detriment of Moslems generally. It 

is in this fashion that the Mandatory Government interferes 

blatantly in our religious affairs, at a time when all other 

religious communities manage their own relieious affairs free of 
all supervision by Government, so much so that the Samaritans 
an exceedingly small community, enjoy full liberty in the 

administration of their religious affairs.

This control by Government of our religious affairs is 
contrary to and incompatible with our religious laws and our 
glorious Koran. Moslems feel great indignation against this 
unwarranted interference by Government and consider it to be an 
encroachment on their religious rights in an attempt to prevent 
their development or the propagation and growth of Moslem 

culture in Moslem circles.

Protests and complaints untold, have bee~ submitted to 

Government condemnin'- this injustice but to no avail. The 

authorities have taken no notice whatever, and on the contrary, 

they insisted, on placing the charitable endowments of the Moslem 

community and their religious institutions under its direct 

supervision and control, in violation of any - nd every democratic 

order.
For these reasons, therefore, we request that this Honourable 

Corsittee recommend the alleviation and removal of these injustices 

which are an ugly blemish upon democratic principles, lie demand 

that the Mandatory immediately relinquish its control over our



tiosques, and our santuaries, the control and management of our 

jloslon Council and our charitable endowment?, that thereby re night 

have the opportunity to straighten out the muddle into which they 

have been allo-'-od to fall and to work out freely a programme bene

ficial to Moslems .'nd in harmony with thei" religion and interests.

Q. You have someone else with you, does he wish to say 

something?

A. Sheikh Dia-ed-Dine-Al-Khatib) He has a paper but it is not 

translated.

Q. How would it be if the interpreter read it to us, it 

would save the double reading. The only reasor I ask is this, 

if rend by the interpreter it saves half the time and there are some 

others waiting to be heard this afternoon. It is as he likes entirely.

A. He has no objection.

Q. Can vou read it to us, Mr.Interpreter?

A,(INTERPRETER) It includes reli* ious terms.

Q. How would this be, that you 'o through it a little later 

with the Sheikh and find out the correct English description of those 

terms and read it to us later in the day, if you will. Meantime 

while they are all here it may be some member of the Committee 

would wish to ask a question; I do not know.

MR.CRICK: There is one question I would like to ask, but 

I should like to be sure that I was addressing it to the author 

of one of the papers that has been circulated to us. There is no 

name on the paper. This Committee left Cairo shortly after 

certain disturbances which took place there involving damage to 

All Saints' Cathedral among other pi ces, I was therefore 

particularly interested in a statement made in your paper which I 

should like to read. It is as follows;’;

"Not v ry long ago the Jews mined St.George's Cathedral in
Jerusalem intending to blow it up with the English officials 

who attend Sunday service in it. It is indeed fortunate that 
their plot was discovered in time".

1 nonder if.you would kindly tell the Committee iihat evidence has

cQne to li~ht to substantiate this very categorical rssertion.
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-72-SHE1KH MOHAMAD SA3RI A3DINE: A report of the police in charge of the section of Jerusalem  in which the incident took place would prove this. It nas o f f ic ia l ly  p u b lish ed  by the police, and another driver who tried to ohn.se the Jews who had placed the dynamite there was shot and killed by them further, to prove the intention of the Jews that the plan was to assassinate His Excellency the High Commissioner they fired at His Excellency some time later.
Q. That is official evidence which has been published. Am I right?

A. Yes, Sir. The offioer of the police made an official communique 

on this incident.

DR. AYDELOTTE: I should like to ask a question based on the memorandum 

that was submitted. I think we have had duplicate memoranda from two 

speakers ?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. At any rate this memorandum, on page 2, hqs the following 

statement:

"In 1929 they (meaning the Jews) attempted to bribe His Eminence the 

Grand Mufti of Palestine with the sum of half a million pounds if 

he would acquiesce in their taking possession of a house situated 

near the Western wall of the El Aksa Mosque, adjoining the Surak, 

as a preliminary to converting his house into a synagogue."

Hay I ask what evidence there is for that attempt to bribe the Grand Mufti?

In what way has it been made public ?MR. .JUSTICE SINGLETON: That came from the statement of the Sheikh 

Abdine?

A. Yes, Sir. I promise to prove this. When the Shaw Commission 

c'me hero in 1929 to enquire into the cause of the disturbance of that 

year, they hoard His Eminence the Grand Mufti in the Moslem Supreme 

Council, of which he was Chairman, and the Grand Mufti told them of this 

incident, and if you make reference to the Minutes of the Shaw Commission 

you pill find that statement made by the Mufti. Further, another- big 

newspaper, under the title of "The Voice of the People", published this 

statement, and in that hearing Mr. Boyd Merriman, who was the Attorney



for tho Jows, asked tho Mufti whothor ho aoouaod tho Jews of having oertnin 
dosigns on tho Holy Plaoos, and tho Mufti said yes. If tho Committee oo dosiro 

I am proparod to show thorn tho plaoo whioh tho Jows wanted to buy, and I have a pioturo horo made by tho Jows, an imaginary pioturo of how Hortzel, tho 
foundor of tho Zionist Movomont, planned to enter tho Mosquo of Omar during 
that year, and this is taken from Jewish sources.

Q. Does this paper by any ohanoo havo also a pioturo of tho Domo of 
the Rook with tho Zionist omblom on it?A. Yes, Sir.

Q. Could that bo submittod in ovidonoo ?
A. Yes, Sir. (handed in).

DR. AYDELOTTE: Thank you.

MR. CRUM: I would like to ask tho Sheikh if he boliovos ovorything he 
reads in tho newspaper?

A. In my testimony I do not depend on what the newspapers publish, 
but as regards this inoidont His Eminenoo the Grand Mufti talked to me 
twice about tho oaso.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thank you. Now, Mr. Interpreter, will you be 
able to make us a translation of the dooument? If not we can get it 

translated. Will that satisfy the Sheikh? There is no need, from our 
point of view, for him to read it in Arabio now; we oan have a translation 
later.

INTERPRETER: The Sheikh says he has given this as a translation of 

what he has to say, but it is not complete.

Q. Will you read that, Mr. Interpreter, or does he wish to road it 

in Arabic ?

INTERPRETER: He wlshos to read it himself, Sir.

Q. Very well, please read it. First of all, you are Sheikh Taqi- 

ud-dino-Nabahaim ?

SHEIKH TAQI-UD-DINE-NABAHAIM: Yos, Sir. (Statoment road in Arabio 

of which the following is a translation):
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To the Anglo-American Committee,Jerusalem.
MUSLIM RELATION IN PALESTINE.

I would like to bring to your kind consideration the following facts and 

views:

(1) SANCTIFICATION OF PALESTINE.

Religious tradition in Islam regards Palestine and its precincts the 

Holy Land or sanctuary towards which the Prophet Mohammad - may God be 

pleased with him - directed his face in early Islam for prayer; and second 

in religious standing only to the sacred temple of Mecca and Medina. For 

in Palestine there is the Holy Mosque of Omar (Al-Aksa) sanctified in the 

Koran: "Glory be to Him who carried his servant by night from the sacred 

temple of Mecca to the temple that is more remote (i.e. Al-Aksa) whose 

precinct we have blessed." There are also in Palestine many religious 

shrines and historical places, and in the sacred earth of this Holy Land 

relics and bones of leading religious men in Islam •. are buried.

The first detachment that the Prophet sent outside the Arabian 

Peninsula was directed towards Palestine. The Prophet made it clear that 

this country of Palestine should be protected and preserved from •• 

outward aggression so much as Hijaz itself, the land of Revelation, and 

that is because it is always considered to be the first line of defence in 

Islam. Palestine is nowadays regarded by the Moslems of all the world as 

the sanctuary to which historical and religious tradition alludes.(2) UNALIEfJABLE PROPERTY (AL-WA-KF) .
Almost all the land in Palestine is Moslem unalienable property 

(Awkaf) endowed to common and private communities. And according to Moslem 

legislation any action which causes ary piece of land to be transferred to 

non-Moslem communities should be opposed by all means. For this country 

remained for fourteen centuries the land in which tradition and customs of 

Islam prevailed.

(3) RELIGIOUS WAR.

Legal items in the legislation of Islam impose military service on 

6very Moslem man and woman when there is danger from immigrants seeking to 

overwhelm a Moslem country and make it under its supremacy.



A woman is ordered to fight in this religious war even without asking 

the advice of her husband. And if he forbade her from doing so he would 

thereby betray his religion.

There are many 'verses' in the Koran imposing religious war on Moslems 

whenever foreigners try to drive them out of their country and oust them.(4) JEWISH IMMIGRATION INTO PABESTJME.
Is against humanity for it stirs up the hatred of Jews among four 

hundred million Moslems including eighty million Arabs in addition to what 

the Jews had already experienced from the hatred of the European world.

It is far better for the Jews to remain where they are now living in peace 

among nations to whom they are more related in social, economic and 

political standards of life than they would be here in this country where 

they cannot be related or justified except by futile historical bonds.(5) THE FUTILE RIGHT OF JEWS IN  THIS COUNTRY.
Is based on the futile historical assumption that they were living 

here three thousand years ago. This is not a more reasonable assumption 

than that of Italy to conquer Palestine for the same historical reason; 

or that that of the Arabs to re-ccnquer Spain where they lived for 

centuries.

It is quite absurd that Arabs should ask you - Anglo-Americans - to 

help them in getting back their national home in Spain, just in the same way 

as you are doing now your best in assisting the Jews in building their 

rational home in Palestine.

(6) THE JEWS HAVE NO RELIGIOUS ASPIRATIONS OR GRIEVANCES IN THIS COUNTRY.

The Jews living now in the neighbouring Arab countries have recently

expressed their views and wishes to this commission that they never intend 

to depart from the Arab countries or to assist in building the Jewish 

rational home in Palestine, which is the political aspiration of Zionist 

extremists only.

The Zionist policy has no religious aims behind it, and its only object 

is political and not doctrinal for it wishes to establish a Jewish State 

*hich will overwhelm the Moslems in this country and put them in danger of 

losing their rights.
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(7) To conclude, the Arabs and Moslems In this country refuse and oppose any 

kind of immigration or the transfer of lands into non-Moslem communities 

through fabricated legal means deliberately meant to be an overhwleming 

attack against the Moslems in this country.
I

The Moslems hope that the government would think seriously and deeply 

before any decision that might encroach upon Moslem rights legal, 

doctrinal and political.

H

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thank you. That is all of your evidence?

A. Yes, Sir.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: And may I thank you on behalf of the Committee 

for your attendance. Thank you very much.

(The witnesses withdrew).

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: I am told the next witness is Abdullah Judeh 

Khalaf. Do you speak English?

ABDULLAH JUDEH KHALAF: No, Sir, not much.

Q. Mr. Interpreter, will you please ask the witness who he is and 

shat ho does, so that we shall have it for the purposes of the record?

A. (Interpreted): My name is Abdullah Judeh Khalaf, and I am the 

Chairman of the Bireh Local Council, and I have a document which is already 

translated into English.

Q. Thank you. Then will you please hand in copies. (Copies handed in).

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: This is a very long statement. I think the 

test my will be if we read it to ourselves, and then see if there are any 

questions we wish to ask on it.

(The following is the statement which was handed in):

Gentlemen,
My greeting and respects to you -

I would ask your leave to address you in a language not of diplomacy or 

k®t of diplomats, but in ordinary frank and plain words. It is the only 

■̂taguago I understand.
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I am a peasant of Beereh village. I live there, and 1 am the chairman 

of its local council. Like other peasants, I pursue agricultural and 

commercial occupations. I grew up in rural surroundings, far removed from 

the sophisticaticn and crooked ways of cities. I have advanced in life, and 

I thank God for it. I am not the only one. Many other peasants have 

advanced far more in life than I have. I visited the United States a 

number of times and I acquainted myself with some aspects of its agricultural, 

commercial and social life. I got to know as well of the extensive 

propaganda which Zionists disseminate there against the Arabs to serve their 

Zionist cause. It is evil and1 false and it blemishes the good reputation 

of Arabs generally and Arab peasants in particular. The Arabs are presented 

as a backward race, f anatic and reactionary. This is one of the reasons 

which have prompted mo to appear before this Honourable - Committee.

I would ask your leave, C-entlemen, to address you as a peasant, the son 

of a peasant, bern and bred in a village, not more than ten miles away from 

this place. I have lived in this village as my fathers had done before me.

It is a simple and hard life, and but for the Mandate and the Jewish 

National Home which have been imposed upon us, we should have continued to 

live in peace, happiness and simplicity.

During the Ottoman Regime, this same peasant, in spite of all that has 

been said about the evils of that Regime, led1 a, comparatively prosperous 

existence, and more important still, he lived without any danger to threaten 

his existence nor under a system of legislation intended to destroy his whole 

economy and to force him to vacate his land. He felt no uneasiness and had 

no anxiety about his or his children's future.

But today under the Mandatory Regime his position, Gentlemen, has 

Eifc’srl considerably. His position was best described by Sir John Hope 

Simpson in his Report in 1930 in his words that the life of the peasant 

was one of struggle and deprivation and that his economic position was 

desperate. It is my belief that it is this feeling of despair and hope

lessness which has been the cause of these repeated rebellions that have 

continually swept across Palestine and which would have continued but for 

the outbreak of this last world war.
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Tho Arab peasants in Palestine form the large majority of the Arab 

population. Their number exceeds 70 per cent, of the total Arab population. 

Under normal conditions peasants restrict themselves to their own rural 

occupations and rarely concern themselves with politics. In Palestine, 

however, because of the peculiar political situation and the deep-seated 

fear which lies in the heart of every Arab, and the peasants in 

particular, in consequence of the policy of the Mandatory to establish the 

Jewish National Home., the case in Palestine is quite different. As a 

result we peasants have no alternative but to take active part in politics 

in defence of our country and of our existence.

Imperialists and Zionists assert that they have benefited Palestine 

and the peasant class. This assertion is false. What have they provided 

us with, whether in the way of education, health or otherwise? On the 

contrary, they sacked the Arab workers who, at one time, worked in their 

orange groves and terrorised others who had continued to retain Arab 

workers in their employ. The full credit for whatever progress the Arab 

peasant has made goes to his efforts, his natural aptitude and native 

intelligence. And as sinning that they have for the sake of argument 

benefited the country in certain material aspects we all fully know that 

life is not only material comforts. There are other values, of self-respect, 

dignity, national existence and independence. You will, Gentlemen, no 

doubt remember the words of Jesus Christ, "Man shall not live by bread alone".

Zionist'' propagandists say that the Arab peasant of Palestine is 

backward, that he is only an instrument in the hands of the Effendi class, 

the leaders and townsmen who exploit and direct him in any manner they may 

ohoose. Again this assertion is a false concoction and has no truth in it 

whatever. .With us there is no distinction between a peasant and a 

townsman. We are all Arabs, whether it be that we live in the village or in 

the town. The peasants know and can discern the sincere and the honest 

of their leaders whether these leaders come of the villages or of the 

towns. The Jewish danger is one which we all understand. We need not 

be told about it by this or that leader.



ibovo a31, 'ws uphold ohastity and honour■ Wo art) proparod to 

,ncrJfio* our lives in dofnnoo of those quail bios, Wo oling to our Arab 

traditions and oharaotor. Wo observe our religious dutios, and wo dospiae 

Ojvjllsation if it means these unwholesome habits and laxity of morals 

that the immigrants have brought with them. Wo onn never aooopt thin 

laxity. It is alien to us, and a danger to our own oivildnation, our 

beliefs and all that wo hold aa holy. We foar tho of foot of those oxtromist 

and destructive idoaa and habits and wo oppose thoir propagation.

Qontlomon, the Jowe have tried to oonvinoo you that immigration has 

boon of bonofit to ua, and that the Zionist movement has workod for the 

dovolopmont of the Arab poaaant and has tried to nlloviato and improve hia 

conditions, his methods of agrloulturo and has in faat raised his standard 

of living. Those assertions aro devoid of any partiolo of truth. Tho 

tdiatriot in whioh I live is oonsidorod to be among tho most advanood rural 

Arab distriots, No Jew lives there. It requires only that you visit my 

village and other neighbouring Arab villages, for you to aeo quite oloarly 

that noither Jewish immigration nor tho Mandatory Oovornmont have provided 

ua with any means for our development or for our progress. A oompnrison 

between Arab and Jewish agricultural methods will show that our methods aro 

f® tore eoonamior.l than those of the Jews, in spito of all progressive 

superficial ovidonoo to tho contrary whioh might bo obsorved on Jewish 

farms. It is neither real nor is it sound. And whatever its value it 

oortainly would have boon impossible but for the largo flnanoial 

assistance whioh Jews roooivo from Europo and Amorioa. In spito of all 

that tho lr.rgoet of Jewish farms aro on tho brink of bankruptcy, and most 

of thorn are unable to pay tho taxes due from them.

Tho attitude of tho peasants towards tho existing policy in Palestine 

la ono of great disc ati af apt ion and extreme anxiety. Thoy aro greatly 

troubled over thoir destiny, thoir future and tho future of tho land on 

whioh and from whioh they live. They regard tho polioy of tho Mandat* 

based as it is on tho Balfour Declaration ns ono of alien domination 

liming at thoir oonquost. They regard it as a polioy whioh aims at 

uprooting thorn from thoir country and destroying thoir national oxlntonoo.

And thoy havo in faot sufforod considerably.
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ffe the peasants have opposed and continue to oppose this policy in 

that to see in it a threat to our existence and to our country. The 

authorities have tried in vain to crush this opposition; and for this 

purpose resorted to every possible ways and means and imposed the most 

stringent measures. Hundreds of us have been imprisoned, thousands 

detained, a number of young men have been hanged, houses and villages have 

been blown up, collective fines and penalties have beon imposed, and many 

of our men and our leaders were sent into exile. But all these measures 

have been of no use. We have not been deterred in our determination to 

oppose to the last this policy which has been imposed upon us because 

above all we want to be able to live in peace, comfort and security in our 

own country.

We have grown weary of this policy of dissimulation as we have grown 

weary of commissions of enquiry. I bel'eve that they are only intended to 

gain time, whereas had you in the beginning granted our rights, and had you 

in fact applied democratic principles when the first of the commissions set 

foot in this country, nothing, nothing, of all this would have happened, 

and there would have been no problem and no trouble. Our case is clear.

Our rights are clear. The rights of our people are not only acquired but 

are inherent and natural, and our aspirations must needs be realised. We 

are entitled to freedom and independence, and are capable of looking after 

our own affairs. Our right to freedom and independence is no different from 

that of the right of European or American peoples. We are determined to 

gat our independence and to liberate our country.

I request, Gentlemen, that you syould give my words their true meaning. 

I am a simple peasant and have no knowledge of subtleties of language nor 

diplomatic phrases. Our demand is simple. We ask that our country remain 

°ur country, that we may live in peace and security, freedom and 

independence. This is not a threat nor do we threaten you as others 

have done. By nature we are a peaceful people. But we love our country 

HI are jealous of its future, and careful to maintain our national 

stance, and we insist that we should be free to shape its destiny.
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You, Gontlomon, llvo as free men In your oountrios. You govern 

youroolvos and aro mastoro of your dostlnlos. Wo too rant to have the same 

rights. You onnnot in truth and justice deny them to us.

With your permission I will now add a fow more words:

The budget of tho Palestine Govornmont is hugo. It is double the 

budget of any of tho neighbouring Arab States; who, in addition, have a much 

larger population. But what do the poasants who form the overwhelming 

majority of the population of this country receive of this budget? Is there 

any seourity in the country? No, Gontlomon, there is no security. Has the 

Department of Education provided sohools in all villages? Again the answer 

is no. In fact whoro the schools exist in villages, in most cases they were 

established at the oxpenso of tho village itself. What is tho degree of 

protection from disoasos to orops and fruit troos which tho Department of 

Agriculture has afforded? Again hero the answer is, it is not much if at 

all. In my part of the country in paridular, and generally in most other 

parts of the oountry, the vineyards and the apricot trees are steadily 

dying. Have any roads boon built between ono villago and another at 

Govornmont expense? Tho answor is no. In fact Government imposes upon the 

villages the duty of building these roads, a duty which should by rights 

dovolvo upon Government and not on tho poasants who can best be loft to 

pursue their occupations and manage their piteous affairs.

Disturbances broke out in Palestine between 1936 and 1939- Tho 

authorities then came down heavily upon tho Arabs and particularly on the 

peasants. No mercy was shown, and tho heaviest penalties were exacted.

Arab Isadora wore imprisoned or oxilod and no distinction m s  made between 

ono person and another.

Today on tho other hand an intonsivo wave of Jewish terrorism sweeps 

across the oountry. It challenges tho Government and military authorities, 

and causes gravo lossos in life and property. In spito of all that, 

howover, we do not seo that Government is taking the samo stringent 

measures against the perpetrators, tho Jowish population generally, or

the Jewish loaders.
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Tho Zionist onslaught and aggression against a peaceful people and 

country does not differ in essence from the Nazi aggression against Poland. 

The whole world then rose in indignation and has since shed the blood of the 

cream of its manhood in defence of these same principles and rights which we 

claim for ourselves.

How can you then reconcile your struggle against Nazi and Fascist 

aggression with this arbitrary and dictatorial imposition in our country?

How can Congress and Senate in America reconcile its conscience with the 

resolution which was taken in Palestine? Is it ignorance, or isitthat 

they are dominated by Jewish thought and propaganda?

I wish to stress, Gentlemen, a fact which has already been and which 

you, Gentlemen, have no doubt observed. There is no hatred in us for the 

Jews. You have been told that we are a backward and reactionary people, yet 

oui> past speaks for us.

We have not been guilty of racial or religious hatred against the Jews. 

The West, which has arbitrarily assigned for itself the right to dispose 

freely of smaller nations, has been guilty of the worst forms of racial and 

religious discrimination. Hacial doctrines have formed the basic canons 

of the structure of some European governments. Anti-Semitism, in the 

Western sense, is unknown in the East. And if in more recent days the Jews 

have suffered some harm, it is because of the idea of the Jewish State which 

they seek to establish.

Before I conclude my statement I should like to present you, in brief, 

with the demands of the peasantry of Palestine:

To begin with, the peasants are the mainstay and backbone of the 

Palestine national movement, and to it we give our fullest support. We are 

prepared to defend our cause with our lives. We will not accept any Jewish 

Immigration, and we reject partition. We demand freedom and independence.

I should like to take this opportunity to express a feeling which is 

unanimously shared by all peasants and other Arabs of this country. They 

unanimously hold that it is imperative that our supreme leader, His 

Eminence the Grand Mufti, Haj Ameen Eff. el Husseini, return to this 

country, with all other Arab exiles. The Arabs will not rest until they



all return. And it is incumbent upon Great Britain not to stand in the way 

of their roturn, and it is the height of injustice that at this critical 

moment the Jews should have all their leaders pleading their cause, while 

we the Arabs should be deprived of our leaders.

And it is for you, Gentlemen, to recommend that our legitimate 

aspirations are given effect to, so that in freedom and sedurity we may 

again give to the world what we in the past had given.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: We have read the document now, and some 

members of the Committee may like to' ask you questions upon it.

JUDGE HUTCHESON: I should like to ask you some questions with 

reference to your document to see if we have really understood it. As Iw
understand it you say you are a peasant and Chairman of the peasants of 

your village?

A. Yes.

Q. And that you speak for them?

A. Yes.

Q. And that the peasants of your village and the rest of Palestine 

feel uncertainty and despair?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. During the Ottoman regime peasants lived more securely and more 

safely than they do now?

A. Yes.

Q. That the Mandatory regime has not acted fairly towards the peasant 

in giving him the independence and the position that he wants?

A. Yes.

Q. That the Jews have not benefited the peasants of Palestine by 

coming in, but they have, in fact, hurt their position?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. The Arab is not a backward, ignorant person, but is a competent, 

intelligent person, who is capable of managing his own affairs and looking 

after his own future?
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A. Yes.



Q. And that the Zionist propaganda that he is backward, and that he 

is only an instrument in the hands of the Effendi class, the leaders and 

townsmen who exploit him, is not true?

A. No.

Q. That the. Arab upholds chastity and honour and a sense of respect . 

for his native land, and has made and will continue to make his own 

prosperity?

A. Yes.

Q. That immigration has not benefited the peasants at all, and that 

they are anxious and unhappy and uncertain about the future of their 

country?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. That the British have tried to orush the opposition of the Arab 

peasants and have done it unfairly and harshly?

A. Yes.

Q. That when the Arabs undertook, in 1936 and afterwards, to assert 

their rights, the British Government caused a great many of them to be 

killed and injured, but when the Jews are committing acts of terrorism 

now the British Government is doing nothing to them?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. That the budget of the Palestine Government is large, but that the 

Arabs get very little benefit from it?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. That the Arab peasant has no religious or racial hatred against the 

Jews, but he is opposed to Zionist onslaughts and aggressions against him, 

and will continue to oppose him?

A. Yes.

Q. That, in brief, this is the demand of the peasants? You say,

"... the peasants are the mainstay and backbone of the Palestine national 

movement, and to it we give our fullest •support. We are prepared to defend 

our cause with our lives. We will not accept any Jewish immigration, and 

we reject partition. We demand freedom and independence"?

A. Yes, Sir.
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Q. And that the Arab leaders who have been exiled and put out of the 
country ought to be allowed to return?

A. Yes, Sir,

Q. Is that what your paper is trying to tell us?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. Is there anything further you want to say?

A. I have said in my statement all I wanted to say, unless you want 

any more information.

JUDGE HU5DCHES0N: I have no further questions.

DR. AYDELOTTE: I would like to ask whether this statement is based on 

your own observation or not?

A. Yes, Sir, I did it, and I went over it onoe, and twice, and three 

times.

Q. Do you travel around Palestine to observe the conditions in 

different parts of Palestine?

A. I have travelled in Palestine and I have travelled outside 

Palestine as well.

Q. You talk about the immoral lives of some of the Jewish immigrants. 

Where do you observe those?

A. In several towns of Palestine and in Jewish settlements I saw 

this immoral behaviour which is contrary to our beliefs and principles.

Q. Have you observed anywhere in these villages that Jews and Arabs 

live together in a friendly way?

A. There is no real co-operation, but I have seen superficial signs 

of relationship; for example I have seen them walking in the streets 

together, or they meet perhaps in the cinema, in the pictures.

Q. What do you think of the Government of Haifa, the Municipal 

Council of Haifa?

A. In reply to that question, I believe that the Arabs of Haifa 

are not satisfied.

Q. You believe that the Arabs are not satisfied?

A. They are not satisfied with the government of that town.

(Added by Interpreter)*: Apparently he does not understand your question.
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Q. That was my question. I had got such an impression from the 

Municipal Council that I do not understand your answer.

A. I bolievo that the Arabs in Haifa are not satisfied with the 

government; the government they have was forced upon them.

Q. What do you think about the situation of the employees of the 

Palestine Potash Company?

A. The employees or labourers?

Q. The labourers.

A. I have nothing to do with the Potash Compary, so I do not know 

their private affairs as to the employment there.

Q. There are a thousand Jews and a thousand Arabs apparently working 

together in friendliness. I just wondered whether you had observed it.

A, There may be 1,000 Arabs working in those Potash works who may be 

needing that work, or they may be seasonal immigrants.

Q. You do not know them individually? You have not observed them 

individually?

A. No.

DR. AYDELOTTE: Thank you.

MR. CROSSMAN: I should like to ask our friend some questions solely 

concerned with his neighbourhood and the problems of his village. It is 

near Ramallah, is it not?

A. Yes, Bireh and Ramallah are almost one town.

Q. There are no Jews in that neighbourhood at all, are there?

A. No, there are no Jews.

Q. And there is restriction on land sales in that area, too?

A, Yes, Sir.

Q. And have the restrictions been effective in preventing Jews 
acquiring property in that area?

A. In my district we never sell our land, even before the restrictions 
that were made.

H  So that this district is an exclusively Arab mountain area?
A. It is entirely an Arab district, with the exception of two small 

Jewish settlements which are 1 part of the Jerusalem area.
Q. Yes. Now I want to know how the coming of the Jews to 

Palestine has actually harmed the peasants of your town?



A. Wo are prisoners. Wo nr discouraged about our futuro from a 

political point of view as one of tho ways in which Jewish immigration has 

hurt us. Another thing is we are peasants and wo need the servicos rendered 

by tho key departments of the Government, liko tho Agriculture Department 

and Public Works Department. These arc run on the basis whero thoy prefer 

to serve Jews and immigrants and Zionists rather than tho Arabs, We don't 

got sufficient service from them. Had there been no Jewish immigration, we 

would have had their attention.

Q. With regard to tho first point about tho future, sinco thore is a 

restriction on land sales and tho area is exclusively Arab and no ono is pre

pared to soli their land, what is there to foar?

A, I am sneaking in the general senso of Arabs in tho country, but in 

* *  my district, although there is no danger at presont, there have been several 

instances in tho Southern District and other districts in which tho ordinance 

restricting land sales was avoided. That contravention may take place in my 

own district.

Q. The first point is not the actual harm he has received, it is only 

the anxiety and possible harm in the future?

A. He believes eventually, the policy of tho Government will force 

oven the people in that district to sell their land to Jews,

Q. His statement was they sufforod serious losses in the past. Does 

0  ̂ he agree there is no loss suffered so far in this respect in his area?

A. So far, they haven't folt the loss, but he says under present con

ditions, the Departments that are serving the peasantry on the whole have 

already started bringing into effect tho policy which will eventually force 

them to leave their lands.

Q. With regard to the Departments, does ho feel a larger share of 

the money available is allotted to Jewish or Arab schools by the Govommont-- 

of the money -vailable— of that allotted to education. Does more go to 

Arabs or Jews?

A. | don't have the necessary statistics to reply to this question, 

but I know that the Arabs oro not getting their share from the education 

budget.

Q. We would like to go through the statistics with him on that point.
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We would like to look r.t the statistics with him ofterw-rds togother on that 

point.

Now, with regard to vines and olives dying, he says in his document 

th t they are dying in his area. Tell him I !m surprised at that because I 

was amazed fit the industry of tho Arabs, tho excellence of the agriculture, and 

I'm puzzled as to why olives and vinos are dying. It’s on Page 6s "In my 

part of the country in particular and in most other parts of the country, 

the vineyards and apricot trees are steadily dying."

A, For ten years down, we had the insect that eats tho roots of the 

vines in the three villages--Romalah, Bireh, and Botunia.

Q, Has anything been done sinco thon by the Department to deal with 

such insects?

A. Wo made several applications to tho Government to assist us. There 

is a special kind of vine that they have imported from America in which that 

insect does not live. So far, we havo been : ble to get nothing from the 

Government,

Q. I would like to find out what his general view on this is: Suppose 

that the present situation, the present type of Government continued in Pales

tine and suppose some Jews immigrated into the plains and none into the 

mountain areas. Would his lifo in his village be in any way affected by 

that if some Jows were to come and sottle in the mixed areas and were not 

allowed to settle at all in the unmixed areas?

A, Wo don't regard ourselves as living in that territory; we regard 

any Jewish immigration into any part of Palestine as harmful.

Q, I asked whether ho would be harmed by it in any way— not whether 

they would like or dislike it— whether any actual harm would como.

A, Yes, we will be hurt nevertheless if immigrants come to the low

lands and don't live in our sections.

Q. In what way?

A. We are all one in tho country— one person. Wherever an Arab is 

hurt, whether in the hills or lowlands, wo are hurt in all our districts.

Q. Ho would be hurt insofar as he folt what was happening to the Arabs 

in the lowlands, but not insofar as his own personal interests were affected, 

is that right?
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A, The question is not a question of personal interest or a dis

trict interest; we are Arabs in one country. I speak not of my district 

alone but of all the Arab villages, I tried in this statement to refute 

the anti-Arab propaganda and to challenge what good has been done for the 

Arabs,

Q, Thank you very much.

MR. JUSTICE SINGLETON: Thank you, we are very much obliged to you, 

MR. BEELEY: The time table for Monday is being re-arranged; it will 

be announced as soon as possible,

(The hearing was adjourned at 4:35 p.m.)

§ #w  THE FOLLOWING WAS RECEIVED BY THE COMMITTEE:

"Weizmar House, Revohot, Palestine. 12th March, 1946.
The Joint Secretariat, Anglo-American Enquiry Committee, Jerusalem,

"Gentlemen,

After going over the transcript of my evidence before 

the Committee on Friday afternoon, I take the opportunity of clarify

ing my reply to Mr. Buxton when he asked me whether I thought 

President Trumanfs proposal for 100,000 immigration certificates 

for this year was a reasonable figure.

"I replied that this was a reasonable proposition, Itl
pointed out that these people had to be fed anyway at the expense 

of UNRRA, and that in Palestine UNRRA*s burden would be partly 

lightened by the efforts of the Jews. I added that this matter 

has nothing to do with the absorptive capacity of the country.

In elaborating this point, I stated that I did not yet know 

whether this would take one year or two. By this I did' not intend 

to convey any definite estimate of the time required, which will 

largely depend on the effort and desire displayed by all con- 

• cerned to achieve the result. If, as I hope, it can be done in 

one year, I need not say that I shall be more than happy,

"My intention was to convey that these 100,000 immi

grants (25,000 children and 75,000 adults) should be admitted
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forthwith ns an cmorgcncy measure, and without reference to the 

immediate absorptive capacity, they being maintained by UNRRA 

grants supplemented by Jewish help. Most of them would at first 

hnve to be given temporary accommodation. In tho meantime, 

their gradual absorption in tho economic life of tho country 

would begin— which might take a year or two according to circum- 

stnncos. In fact, the memorandum addressed by the Jewish Agoncy 

to the Government of Palestine in Juno, 1945 > In support of our 

application for 100,000 certificates shows that all of them 

who are able to work can find immediate employment. This memo

randum, brought up to date, will bo submitted to you by our 

Executive.

I am, Gentlemen, Your obedient servant,

(sgd) C. H. Weizman.M

a
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